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Celeste sets state goals
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Democratic Gov. Richard Celeste said yesterday that dealing with the state
budget and utility regulation are his
immediate priorities.
He spent much of Tuesday greeting
and thanking an estimated 800 supporters and campaign workers.
Celeste posed with them in groups
for pictures after a morning news
conference, then headed into a round
of staff meetings.
Paul Costello, the governor's press
secretary, said his boss capped the
day with an evening meeting with his
budget director, Chris Sale, apparently to be briefed about the state's
financial condition.

The 45-year-old Clevelander also
said be is considering additional appointments to his cabinet, where a
handful of vacancies remain."But I
don't think it will be done in the next
48 hours," the governor said.
The outgoing Rhodes administration projected a budget deficit by
June 30 of up to $500 million. Celeste
said be had discussed it with legislative leaders.
While not giving a clue as to what
measures will be taken, Celeste said,
"We have a legislative timetable."
He said he wants the House to
approve a stopgap bill by mid-February and the Senate to add its approval by mid-March.

CELESTE SAID the need to bring
AT LEAST part of the bailout packthe state government budget into bal- age is expected to be the extension for
ance and appoint the members of a three more months of a SO percent
newly created public utilities nomi- state income tax surcharge due to
nating council were getting top atten- expire March 31.
tion.
Celeste has not officially endorsed

an extension of the tax, but House
Speaker Vernal G. Riffe Jr., D-New
Boston, a Celeste adviser, has called
the move inevitable.
The public utilities nominating
council was provided for in a new law
requiring the governor to pick members of the Public Utilities Commission from recommendations the
council makes.
Celeste endorsed the bill last year
as an alternative to a constitutional
aroemdment defeated by Ohio's voters Nov. 2, which would have required
commission members to be elected.
Under the old law, the governor
appointed the members with the advice and consent of the Senate, a
process Celeste said was vulnerable
to political cronyism.
The press secretary said Celeste
Cs to speak Friday at the CleveCity Club, about the economy.

Changes made at Health Center
by Vlckl Rcinhart
assistant copy editor

Student Health Services has made
several changes this semester,
according to Dr. Janice Lloyd, medical director of Health Services.
"We're going to try to be flexible
and meet the students' needs," Lloyd
said. "We want to make sure we see
the most students we can."
Appointments of 15 minutes each
with a doctor or a nurse-clinician will
be taken on a first-come, first-serve
basis "so students don't have to sit
there and share infectious diseases
with others," she said.
Appointments will be taken only for
students who come into the Health
Center from 8-10 a.m., Lloyd said.
These students will get first choice in
the times available.

After 10 a.m. appointments can be
made by telephone.
People who feel sick enough to walk
to the Health Center to get first choice
of appointment times should get first
choice, she said, and added that the
student must plan to come in the same
day the appointment is made.
'The earlier you make an appointment, the better chance you have to
get the time you want," she said.
SEVERAL POSITIONS have been
added to the staff of Health Services
this semester, Lloyd said.
A full-time physician. Dr. Mary
Beth Mulholland, has been added to
the staff, and positions for two nurseclinicians have been created but not
yet filled, she said.
One nurse-clinician will take appointments for minor ailments, such

as colds and sore throats, and will
handle emergencies while the other
will work in the gynecology clinic.
The gynecology clinic will now be
open lour days a week, she said.
In a study done last semester, it was
found that afternoons are the times of
greatest demand for health care.
Lloyd said she hopes appointments
and more staff members will take
care of the waiting problems students
have had in the past.
Since 20 to 40 percent of cases
handled by Health Services are minor, they have added a "self-teaching
module." designed to help students
learn what a cold, sore throat or flu is
caused from and how they can treat
themselves without waiting for a doctor to tell them.
see HEALTH page 3

Passports more expensive this year
Traveling outside the United States
will cost Americans more in 1983.
As of Jan. 1,1983, the U.S. Passport
Office increased the price of a passport from $10 to $35 for adults 18 years
or older, and from $10 to $20 for
children under 18, Wood County Clerk

"There hasn't been an increase (in
passport prices) in years," Haas said.

The passport office also extended
the life of adults' passports, which
now will be valid 10 years after the
date issued. Children's passport lives
will remain the same.
Haas said there was an increase in
passport applications late last year,
presumably from people trying to
avoid the higher rates.
"We had a big rush in December,"
she said, adding that one day her
office took applications for 38 pass-

ports.

To apply for
must present birth certificates and
two photographs along with a completed application. These materials
are oent to Washington by the clerk's
office and the passport is mailed
directly to the applicants.

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
Betsy Beetham works out her schedule at Drop-Add In the Grand Ball Room Tuesday by
enrolling In a creative writing sequence after a six-year absence from school. Adding moral
support Is her three-year-old daughter Sarah.

Council to fill third ward seat
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter

|

Bowling Green City Council members will decide Monday whether to
allow Mayor Bruce Bellard to appoint
Democrat Jerry Lee to the position of
third ward councilman. The position
was left open when former council
president Bellard resigned his position to accept the appointment as
mayor of the city.
"There is some chance that we will
say yes and vote to allow the appointment of Jerry Lee," Republican

Councilwoman Geraldine Jensen
said.
As of the last city council meeting
(January 3) when council voted to try
to elect a new member, the votes were
split with three votes going to Lee and
three votes going to Republican candidate Edwin Miller, Bellard said.
According to the Bowling Green
City Charter, should council fail to
resolve the split and elect a new
member within 30 days the position
will be filled by mayoral appointment.
THE CHARTER states, "When the

Celeste reappoints PUCO chair;
commissioners salary increased
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -Democrat
Michael Del Bane, reappointed to the
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
by Gov. Richard Celeste, will get a
$19,000 pay raise as chairman of the
panel. The Associated Press learned
yesterday.
Del Bane had earn $39,000 annually
before be and Republican commissioners Jon Kelly and Dennis Pines
resigned at Celeste's request.
But be was Immediately reappointed by Celeste on Monday to a
PUCO term that will end April 11,
1984 and was designated chairman.
Del Bane's salary as chairman will be
1,000, said Stuart Vaster, PUCO
THE SALALRY for commissioners
was increased to a range of $47,424 to
163,502 under a new state law which
took effect yesterday. The ranre preBG Newt Photo/Jerry Cattaneo viously had been $36,000 to &9.000
annually.

Class change In mid-January usually finds students walking
through a few Inches of snow. However, yesterday there were
only snow flurries.

House Speaker Vernal G. Riffe Jr.,

a long-time friend of Del Bane, said he
didn't view the higher salary level as
excessive. He pointed out that the
minimum under the new law for any
member was Just over $47,000.
"If that's the law and he's going to
chair the commission - absolutely
not, that's not excessive," Riffe said.
CELESTE PLEDGED during his
gubernatorial campaign to seel the
resignations of all three incumbent
commissioners. In addition to reappointing Del Bane, be appointed William Brooks, 70, of Columbus.
All the changes took place boon
before a new law took effect, increasing the PUCO from three to five
members and changing the appointment process from the governor's
decision atone to a choice of candidates recommended by a nominating
COQUtUSattOfl.

San. Sam Speck, who sponsored the
PUCO reform measure, said Celeste'!
changes "seem to represent a circum
vention" of legislative intent

office of a member of Council shall
become vacant, the vacancy shall be
filled by a majority vote of all the
remaining members of Council. If the
vacancy shall not be so filled within
thirty (30) days, the Mayor shall fill it
by appointment."

"If we can't agree on a candidate,
then the mayor must appoint a person
and logically, if he's a Democrat, he's
going to appoint a Democrat," Patricia McGinnis, fourth ward councilwoman, said.
Bellard said his reason for deciding
to appoint Lee to the position is party
Since Bellard said he would appoint oriented.
Lee to council after the 30 days expired, McGinnis said it would be ad"I am a Democrat. The people in
vantageous to the people of the third the third ward elected a Democrat to
ward if council allowed Bellard to council. It seems to me that it would
appoint Lee at the upcoming meeting be highly against the wishes of the
instead of waiting for two more party and the people if I didn't appoint
weeks.
a Democrat,'' Bellard said.

Police add green lights to patrol cars
In an attempt to increase security and deter crime. Bowling Green police
have installed small green lights above the flashbars on two marked
cruisers.
The green lights will call attention to the patrol cars and notify residents
and would-be criminals that police are in the area, Police Chief Galen Ash
said.
"Seeing a police car has a deterrent effect on drivers," Ash said. "It
reminds motorists to obey traffic rules."
The patrol cars are equipped with switches allowing the police to use
flashing green lights when deemed necessary, he said.
The cost of tiw equipment and installation of the new lights has been
estimated at $20, he said.
Ash added that positive public reaction might result in installation of more
lights.

Weather

Cloudy and cold t
r with a chance of scattered snow flurries. High in the
low Ids. Increasing i
i tonight Lows in the low teens.

Inside
-The library has implemented new rules for eating and smoking. See page 3.
-Don't miss G.B. Trudeau's last Dooneeoury cartoon strip before bis 30
month vacation. See page 2.
-BG football team loses in Fresno ;icerstake pair from Michigan State. See
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Library shouldn 't have
needed policy change
News of the policy changes at the main library calls to
mind visions of high school hall monitors and being given
demerits for chewing gum in class.
From now on, study sessions wont be accompanied by
multiple cups of coffee and endless bags of chips, unless
students care to do their studying in the snack room.
Not only will eating and smoking be restricted, but the
library is hiring student monitors who will be paid to float
through the aisles in search of a secret cookie gobbler or a
behind-the-books smoker.
In this era of red tape and administrative stalling, the
library administration has seen a problem and acted - for
better or worse - toward a solution. Certainly there will be
new problems, including possibly fogged out bathrooms from
the new smoking restrictions, a conceivably very crowded
snack room, or perhaps even a run-in or two between
monitors and library users.
Yet surveys showed that noise and trash were the things
students disliked most about the library. For a while, the
suggestion was to have library workers reprimand students
for eating in off-limit areas, or for making too much noise.
But for whatever reason, the library workers didn't like to do
"this. Maybe they felt it just wasn't their job.
And it isn't.
The library now is dealing with the problems in the best
way it knows, which effectively means hiring a babysitting
service for those of us who attend a University yet aren't
mature enough to clean up after ourselves.
The library administration shouldn't be recognized for
bringing down another "control" on the abused students of
the University, but for taking the action needed to correct a
problem for which mere is no excuse.

New semester brings
editorial page revisions
The new year has brought a few
changes to the editorial page. I
thought this first column would be an
appropriate place to explain them to

COMMENTARY
by Richard L. Fan's
TyjTfw.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'A'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.TfyyjpK
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I am currently mourning the loss of
Doonesbury from the editorial page
and extend my deepest sympathy to
all other faithful fans of Mike and the
Kng. It is with sincere regret that I
ve inserted the last Doonesbury for
20 months in today's page. Some of
Cmay already have read it when it
appeared on January 2 but I am
running it anyway for the bcnifit of
those who missed it.
The Universal Press Syndicate has
provided a new strip called Hotel
America as a replacement for Doonesbury. It is written by John Ambrose vage who grew up in Madison,
Wisconsin. He has been cartooning
professionally for the last seven of his
29 years. His cartoons first appeared
regularly in Madison magazine. He
has previously done two nationally
syndicated strips: Reruns, which appeared mainly on T.V. pages; and
The Tom Blaine Show, a daily strip
about a talk show host. CurrenUy he is
working on Hotel America and trying
to get his book, "The Existential
Elephant and Other Philosophies,"
published.
I chose to run Hotel America because it makes the type of relevant
political comments which I feel the
page should contain. I encourage you
to read and comment on it over the
next few weeks. If the strip bombs,
then a reader survey will be conducted to decide on another.
Some of the staff members here are
working on a new strip which will

comment on life at B.G. Anyone who
is interested in submitting a strip for
publication is welcome to come in
with samples and discuss their proposals. Editorial cartoonists are also
welcome to submit samples of their
work.
The editorials will also have a different flavor this semester. For the
most part they will be limited to local
issues where the editors felt they
would have the most potential for
affecting positive change. The issues
dealt with will be decided daily by a
five-member editorial board. This
policy was instituted to insure that no
single editor has control over the
daily editorials.
Commentary by Gary Wills, the
syndicated columnist from Boston,
will continue to appear daily. In addition to these I will be writing a column
twice a week. Submissions of commentary on local, state, national, and
international affairs are encouraged
from all members of the University
community. Please, if you are concerned with what is going on in the
world, express your ideas. You may
rn some minds and you'll also get
thrill of seeing your name in print.
The policy about letters to the editor
has also changed slightly. Because of
the trivial nature of many of the
letters recleved last semester we will
no longtr guarantee to print every
letter received. However, be assured
that ideologies will not be censored.
We will only refuse to publish those
letters which are libelous, in bad
taste, or of such a trivial nature that
their publication would be ridiculous.
Concrete examples of what we consider trivial policy are the letters
about the (lining habits of those in
McDonald cafeteria.
I am looking forward to the new
semmester ana will do everything in
my power to provide you with an
interesting and informative editorial
P*ge-
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English women protest missiles
EDINBURGH, Scotland - For over
a year, in the soggy English weather,
women have doggedly protested the
future siting of cruise missiles on a
U.S. Air Force base at Greenham
Common, east of London. Their camp
has been bulldozed, buried under

COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills

wmmmmmmmmmm
boulders, cleared and fenced off; but
they keep returning. The police arrest, judges imprison, yet more
women come, and those emerging
from jail return to the camp. What
Horace said of nature seems to apply
to the women: "Pitchfork it out as you
may, it just keeps popping up."
Last Sunday, they threw a loop
around ail nine miles of the site's
boundaries; 30,000 women locking
hands, three deep, to "embrace the
base" - to love it to death.
The women have chosen webs of
woolen thread as their emblem of
gentle restraint thrown around brute
strength. They scribble with the
thread on fences, and weave themselves up in it to bewilder policemen
trying to extricate them for arrest.
Patience and humor go along with
courageous persistence.
The spectacle of this firmness has
reduced Peregrine Worsthorne, the
Sunday Telegraph's Colonel Blimp, to
hysterics. He calls the sight of these
"peacemongers" saying no to the
bomb "obscene." Women are too
emotional, he screams with emotion.
"If justice were to be left to women, it
would be very rough ... Judgment is
what women lack ... Once their passions are aroused, they go over the
top scorning calculation, which is

LETTERS,
Draft reslsters are
neglecting their duty
I would like to express my opinion
on the recent rulings concerning the
draft. It seems that all of the draft
registers feel that they have won
since much of the institution of the
draft was ruled invalid. That, by no
means, is the case at all. The only
thing that was won is a terrible weakness in our armed forces if a war
should happen to break out!!!!
I, mysen\ registered for the draft as
every red-blooded American should
have done. Just imagine the mighty
United States with no army in a time
of war. The next time we are engaged
in a war, it is not going to be another
Vietnam. It will be another country
(can you guess who?) fighting us for
our own land. Yes, there will probably
be men living and dying tor your
backyards. It won't be an unknown
war like Vietnam. I guess that the
registers do have the right to get shot
by the enemy in the middle of a
"peace rally."
This country offers so much to it's
inhabitants. Granted, it is not the
best, but is gets us all by. Unless
everybody does their part, our country is at a big loss. Did you know that
military service is manditory for all
men in the Soviet Union?
There has to be a time when people
quit saying "we don't want to" and for
once do their durv to the United
States. No one is seeping all those

why they are so bad at poker and still
worse at chess."
Worsthorne calls for a return to
"male rationality in public affairs."
Our arms negotiators are like a
skilled chess master, who must not be
disturbed " by a crowd of women
breathing down his neck." Don't these
silly women know they cannot play
chess, or poker, or arms control?
Our chess masters have neatly
manuevered us into an arms race
where every weapon is added as a

means of limiting arms. They are
playing a game that will, indeed, be
the end, if we let them conduct things
as they have in the past
President Reagan now wants us to
have a useless weapon, the MX, just
so we can give it away - the same
thing we were going to do with the
MIRVed warheads. Even that silly
woman, Lorelei Lee, never asked a
man to buy her diamonds so she could
learn how to give them up.
The president has so many weapons

he cannot find a pocket to shove the
MX in - Secretary of Defense Weinberger wanted, for a while, to dangle
the things from airplanes, since no
holes were available for stuffing
them. These are the cool customers
whose concentration should not be
disturbed by the flighty appearance of
some petticoats ui their vicinity.
While the women of Greenham weave
silken nets of life around the bomb,
cobwebs of death are woven in the
brains of our chess masters.

ht.
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people from leaving anyway. If they
don t like it, they can leave. I bet a
military effort would be more successful with people who were willing
to fight than a bunch who refuse to do
their duty to their country. If there is
no draft, where do you propose our
fighting force comes from??? The
next time war occurs, it will be kill or
get killed! Take your pick!
Joapph Hart
250 Kohl Hall

Administration's party
regulations will backfire
•'For every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction." B.G.'s administration has taken action on its sea of
students with several gusts of alcohol
restrictions including no open containers in rooms, dorms, or on campus. Parties must be registered and
monitored. Eighteen-year-olds may
not drink or attend private drinking
parties. The student sea reacts.
Waves of students spill over into offcampus parties. A rise in number and
size of off-campus parties results.
Didn't the administration expect such
a reaction? They must not have
learned the action/reaction principle
yet, for they are preparing an even
bigger blow on the already stormy
student body. They now plan to restrict off-campus parties in the same
way they have on campus. Don't they

-

realize that attempting to manipulate
student behavior this way will cause a
far worse reaction? Parties are a
form of relaxation, recreation, and
yes, learning. Restriction of these
activities is manipulation of behavior.
What's more, parties are an outlet for
anxieties, boredom, and loneliness.
Pent up stress will be released in one
way or another if the administration
restricts the outlets that relieve such
energies. They will build up until
more violent occurrences result, instead of the quieter, controlled town
the administration aims for!
Amy Novalll
aasProut

Filipino clears-up
article's misconceptions
This is in connection with the article, "Most Americans are in Need of
Foreign Language." which appeared
in the December 10th issue of Trie BG
News. I am glad that Ms. Schmook
made a reference to me and my
country, the Philippines. I wish to
take this opportunity, therefore, to
add a few of the other points which
were brought up during my pleasant
chat with Ms. Schmook, but which
were not printed, probably because of
space constraints:
1. Filipino (not "Filippino") is an
official language in the Philippines.

■■•■:■:. VY„ a,,,,,,,,

. lish. There is,
however, no first, second, or third
official language, as the article suggests. To say that Filipino is "the
second official language" is incorrect, for it assumes that either English or Spanish ranks above our
mother tongue.
2. English has been, and still is,
spoken in my family. I learned it
almost at the same time I could utter
my first word. This is my case and
probably some other Filipinos, too.
However, I also mentioned during the
interview that the reasons Filipinos
know English are that (a) it is the
medium of instruction in all levels of
education i aM (■» t» 1ms —free) ao • ■
common language amidst Filipinos,
who otherwise would not understand
each other unless they came from the
sameprovince.
S. The Filipinos' interest in Russian
is a result 9 the Philippines' establishing diplomatic ties with the USSR
a few years ago. Learning Russian is
therefore a new interest to Filipinos.
I enjoyed reading Ms. Schmook's
article, and I would have ordinarily
let the minor omissions pass. A few of
my friends who read the article, however, came to me with the wrong
impressions that Filipino is a second
language to Filipinos and that Filipinos "are hiring Commies," as one
tease went I trust this letter -lears
everything fir my friends and the
others who might be having the same
impressions.
Sholla Q. QuMno
309 High St.
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Library regulations Pensions found illegal
to lessen noise, mess
by Karen Sandatrom
new? edUpr

The Jerome (main) Library will
begin to take on more characteristics
of a library and fewer of a party as
some policy changes go into effect
this semester.
Among the changes adopted by the
Library Administration are more restricted eating and smoking areas,
installation of a photocopying room to
Erevent noise from people waiting in
ne at the machines and removal of
seventh and eighth floor public teleEhones, also to prevent noise, Sharon
ilbert, library administrative assistant, said.
The administration also will hire six
to ten student monitors who will wear
vests and walk through the library
during evenings and on weekends,
Gilbert added.
THEIR JOB will be to prevent
materials mutilation and to enforce

the new food and smoking rules. Eating now is restricted to the snack
room only and smoking is prohibited
in any place but the snack bar and
restrooms.
Changes were suggested by the
Library Advisory Committee, and
then agreed upon by the Library
Administration, Gilbert said. She
added that these were decided upon
after the result of two surveys of
library-users showed the most prevalent problems to be noise and mess.
"These were the things that kept
turning up over and over on the surveys," GQbert said of the noise and
mess complaints.
How offenders of these new regulations will be handled has not been
decided. Gilbert said further plans
may include expanding the snack
area and putting the main floor telephones inside the snack bar to diminish noise from telephone
conversations.

Campus holiday crimes decline
Although there was a decrease in
crime on campus over the holiday
break compared with last year, there
were numerous complaints reported,
William Bess, director of Campus
Safety and Security, said Tuesday.

ber 10, but were anonymously returned.

THE JUSTICE department's
comments came in a case involving pension plans used by 3.400
colleges for some 650,000 employees, but the issues raised could
affect millions of American workers and billions of dollars in pensions.
Lee noted that in 1978 the Supreme Court ruled against a retirement plan that required women to
make larger contributions than
similarly situated men.
"Whether a woman contributes a
greater amount of her compensation than a man for an equal benefit
or contributes an equal amount for

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

The slight decrease was attributed
to a tightening of security.
Bess said the most serious crimes
included the theft of i 1976 Camaro
and a 19 67 Chevrolet.
To help prevent car theft, Bess
suggested that owners make sure
cars are locked properly, are registered, and keep as much information
BG News Photo/Jerry Cattaneo as possible on them to prevent them
from being stolen.
Student* who wish to use "the copying machines on the main
Within 40 minutes on December 13,
floor of the Library now will find them located in a room in the
four complaints were made by people
back corner of the reference department. Kim Jones, a senior
who had books and bookbags stolen
English education major, makes use of the new room.
from the open lockers at the front of
the University Bookstore. The total
.. . from Page 1
value of the items was estimated at
$229.50. At least two people have been
charged in connection with that case,
THE MODULE teaches students how see a doctor.
Bess said.
to take their own temperatures and to
There were three separate assaults
treat their own ailments since colds
Throat cultures and other tests can
on three consecutive days between
and flu can't be treated by doctors. be taken by a nurse-clinician.
December 10 and 12 but those were
The symptoms are explained and
treatments are given in a booth in the
Along with the "self-teaching mod- "coincidental," Bess said. He added
Health Center. If a student feels he ule," a self-treatment sheet and sam- that none of them were sexual ashas the symptoms of a more serious ples of over-the-counter cold saults.
illness - as described in the module - remedies will be distributed on stu- Two vases and a brass cross were
he then can make an appointment to dent request.
stolen from Prout Chapel on Decem-

Health
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1
S
8
12
13
14
16
17
19
20
22
23
25

ACROSS
Dissolve
"Ben Hur" author
Wallace
Clerical title
time (often)
Ogle
Famous 19*4
Tlerney film
Indignation
Camping spot
New: Prefix
Hospital figures
Perce
Indians
Upheaval
"Deep Purple"
composer Peter

27 Uncomplimentary
invitation
31 Cause distress
33 Vampire
34 Entreat
38 God of fire
39 Shakespearean
prince
40 Split
41 doming lor a
Caesar

42 1944 award winner, "
My Way"
44
45
48
51
54

Lendl of tennis
Down to earth
Black Sea port
well
Family member:
Abbr.
Machines in news
work
Shoat's mother
Mongol conqueror
Cretonne
Serfs cousin
Untried

a lesser benefit, the use of sexbased actuarial tables In calculating periodic benefits results in the
same discrimination," Lee said.
PENSION PLAN operators have
argued that the life expectancy
tables produce a fair system because men as a group get paid the
same benefits as women as a
group. This is because in the
United States women tend to live
longer than men and thus, although
their monthly benefit is smaller,
their total benefit is about the same
when viewed on a group basis.
The American Academy of Actuaries says that the life expectancy
of women born in 1981 is 78.3 years,
while men born in the same year
are expected to live an average 70.7
years.
But Lee said, "Title VTI protects
individuals, not groups; it is not
satisfied simply hy snowing that
the challenged policy is fair to the
group as a whole."
THE REAGAN administrate
has used the same interpretation of
Title VII in opposing racial hiring
quotas in race discrimination
cases, opting instead for remedies
for individual victims.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
Administration told the Supreme
Court yesterday thai most pension
plans illegally discriminate
against women by -laying them
lower benefits than men because
they live longer.
Solicitor General Rex Lee told
the court in a brief that Title VOI of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits
the almost universal practice of
basing different monthly pension
benefits on actuarial tables showing the different life expentancies
of men and women as groups.

■
It

7
8
9
10

Put on
Ready to go
Low: Fr.
Tennis champion
Maria
11 Sea eagles

12 Controls
15 Woodsman's tool
18 Site of the Vale
of Kashmir
55
21 Dickens heroine
24 Ancient dwellers
59
on the Aegean
60
26 Musical repetition
62
28
Dean Swift's
64
brute
65
29 Exceedingly
66 Burdened
30 Furnaces
67 Flat receptacle
68 Records, for short 31 Touch
60
out (makes 32 "Long
and
far away"
do)
35 Picnic spot
36 Actress Gardner
DOWN
37 Craving
1 French painter
42 Twist
2 Filling up
43 Autry
3 Caustic
46 Water bird
4 Schedule of
47 Settle in
charges
48 Scraps
5 Native of Riga
49 Bestowed
6 Bronte's Jane
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51

61
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50 The sea, In Spain
52 Parcels out
53 Novelist Wister

56 Rank above a
viscount

57 Retort curtly

NAME

Must be 18 years or older to register Winner
need not be present to win No purcheae
necessary Otter good only at Wooster St
Bowling Green, Ohio location

ADDRESS:
PHONE

%gst>

|| AGE:

C»»«"ng to MIWdM 'OOpm
Jnvya m* No p»in»n mi urn,
1470 E Will III
Bowing amn. ONo

UaussitHiii

—■—,J a
=5

■

58 Darns
61 Wagner heroine
63 Valuable wood

Ftegisler now at 1470 E Wooster St. to win
one of two Iree spring break tnps to be
given away January 23rd - our 10 year
anniversary! Each winner receives a
round trip ticket aboard the U.A.O. Bus,
lodging and discount coupons for activities while you're in the sunny south.

EN TRY BLANK"

U

51

.

62

WIN 2 FREE TRIPS TO
DAYTON A BEACH FROM
MCDONALD'S ON CAMPUS

j|
r
|
11

37

"
M

You deserve a
free Spring break
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I FRESH DOUGHNUTS 1
?

DELIVERED

EVERY MORNING
V

wftft f fi/s coupon

v Buy One Dozen Doughnuts get an f
Additional Doughnut FREEH
f
DOUGHNUTS-ICE CREAM-SANDWICHES

5
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March of Dimes

ca-^T^

GETAWAY \,? ,--v.

Help the

I

A* F« Wkn OMfrins Eipires Jan. 31

bi

Celebrate
Llfel

Fight
Birth Defects

X^J^j^'Ei

352-416>35J-4162*352-4162* 352-4162«352-4162*352-4162« 352-4T6>352-4162'
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Mini-course Registration
starts

i

u

TODAY

Aerobics
Macrame
Mixology
Guitar Lessons
Piano Lessons

Body Building
Asian Cooking
Flower Arranging
& Much much more!

Payment due
upon sign-up
call UAO
2-2343

January 20
Invitational

Farmers vow to protest sale of farm
LONDON, Ohio (AP) More than 100 farmers
vowed Tuesday to block a
sheriff's sale of Doug DaiS's 191-acre farm after
>rts to renegotiate Dailey's $400,000 debt failed.
Refusal of the Production Credit Association to
renegotiate Dailey's debt
set up a sheriff's sale of the
Madison County property
at 10 a.m. Friday at the
Madison County Courthouse.
Dailey's brother, Dick,
said farmers organized under ,the_Fainily__ ,Farm_

Movement would try to
save the farm.
"Right now, we'll show
up and try to stop the
sale," Dick Dailey said. He
said the group also will
discuss possible legal steps
against PCA.
"This game isn't over,"
he said. "The only thing
we've had is the kickoff."

noon. That was the time set
aside for a meeting between Doug Dailey and
PCA officials, who promised to tell him whether a
(iroposal to renegotiate the
Dan was acceptable.
At about 12:15p.m., Dick
Dailey emerged from the
building to say his brother
had been turned down.

, Between 100 and 150
farmers supporting Doug
Dailey, 37, marched on
U.S. Route 42 south of here
and gathered at the door of
the local PCA office about

"We have tried very
hard to sit down with these
people and give them the
best deal they could get,"
Dick Dailey said.
He said his brother of-

; Help Us Celebrate
^^ Our 4th
In Bowling Green!

Alpha Tau Omega
Spring Rushes
January 13
January 18
TACO Night Rush w/ Lil' Sis

Foreclosure imminent

January 25

Rush
IIIHIIIIIIIIIIMI—■IMII11W

iii

Purchase any sub at
reg. prjce and gat a
2.45 sub for only...
With co<*on thru 1/JI/U

D«ll»»ry t*,lfii A.4:M

Eat-In, Carry Out or Delivery
DIBanadatto'i

SUB-ME-QUICK
"Home of the Italian Style Sub"
143 E. Wooit.r, Ph. 352-4663

IEHLING

On a back street in this
Schuylkill County town,
there's a room inhabited
by people from all over the
world.
There are kings and
presidents, peasants and
soldiers, clowns and actors, Spaniards and
Chinese and a thousand
others.
"I always say to myself
that I will stop buying
them, but I usually end up
buying more," says Bertha
Corl, the Tower City doll
lady.
During the past 50 years,
she's gathered dolls from
all corners of the world.
And her collection - some
1,500 strong - may be one
of most complete anywhere.
Mrs. Corl has them disElayed in a one-room addion to her house and
throughout her home.
Thousands of tiny eyes
greet the visitor. There are
hundreds of dolls everywhere. Some in glass

W

STERLING

30° OFF

FRESH
-IOC
BREWED COFFEE lUcu
CUP

ICE CREAM PINTS

CAIN'S POTATO
CHIPS

ALL
FLAVORS

16 0Z.PKG.S
SAVE 40C

G&W
PEPPER0NI
PIZZA

COKE, SPRITE,
TAB and MELL0
YELL0

10% 0Z.
SAVE 300

SAVE 87c
2-Liter
^

STERLING

Bank

Any large pizza
with TWO or more items

IP©**

Voted Best Pizza In B.G. |
COUPON |

91 OFF
Any medium pizza
with TWO or more items

Administration

H

I

sw

iJ^jSOnelbV

Founders Quad.
I

l"HiEZQ
OPEN 4 p.m.

(Donay't
Dru«|

352-5166

STERLING
STORE

PRICES EFFECTIVE JAM. 12 THRU JAN. 23, 1983

•HOT
aaLmfi

Free Delivery

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES
1(31/83

II

East Woottar

-

There are several Smurf
dolls and E.T.s lying
around the house.

\. »*ag.>ji BraiOino Styws AvatfWe

I

■uiii

conference.
Many of Mrs. Corl's dolls
were purchased at stopovers at religious missions
in foreign countries. She
also buys her figurines
from private artists whose
meticulous designs are
original.
She purchases many of
her dolls from dealers and
at auctions. Mrs. Corl also
frequents doll "hospitals,"
places where dolls are repaired and dressed, and
keeps up with the latest
finds by being a member of
various national and local
doll clubs.
The annual convention of
the National Doll Collectors Club of America,
which boasts a membership of some 43,000 people, is on her yearly
agenda.
And her husband, Harry,
a funeral director, also
helps out with the collection.
Even though Mrs. Corl
has dolls from as far back
as the 19th century, she
keeps up with the current
trends.

NEXUS
§ftEDKEN
140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800

Chy Utility Bid

Huntlngton

walls. And still outers on
shelves.
It seems to have no end,
this collection that is the
result of her lifelong passion. Mrs. Corl began collecting them at the age of
16, a hobby passed on from
her mother.
And even though her collection is the result of
many trips abroad, she
seems to know each doll
personally. For example,
she'll pick up a doll tailored in the best of Far
Eastern finery, and tell
you exactly where she
bought the little dancer in
Thailand.
One of the dolls is made
of wire mesh. Others are
celluloid, a plastic-like
material, and portray folks
from the early 1900s. There
are also papier-mache and
wax dolls.
One wall is covered entirely by Raggedy Anns,
while there's a complete
selection of historical figures in another area.
One finds John and Jacqueline Kennedy walking
arm in arm. In a corner,
there's Franklin D. Roosevelt, his wife Eleanor,
Winston Churchill and Soviet leader Joseph Stalin

Carousel
Beauty Shop
$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
with coupon
ixphwl-19-83

STERLING
SANDWICHES

QUARTS

"We just wouldn't last
that long if we knuckled
under to every loan in trouble," Columbus PCA President Don Johnson said.
"We don't have any room
to negotiate the forgiveness of a debt. We do have
some room for the timing
of (repaying) the debt."
Dick Dailey spoke bit-

special offer

DELICIOUS

HOMOGENIZED MILK, ORANGE
JUKE, GRAPEFRUIT JUCE AND
CHOCOLATE L0WFAT MILK

terly of the company's decision.
"The only thing we can
figure is they want his
blood because that's all he
has left," Dick Dailey said.
"They can't have it.
As the Daileys and other
farmers prepared for the
noon meeting, BancOhio
repossessed Doug Dailey's
car as it was parked several hundred feet from the
PCA office. When Doug
Dailey and his wife finally
emerged from the office at
about 3 p.m., they had to
accept a ride from friends.

Collection of historical dolls
includes
'E.T.' and soldiers
TOWER CITY, Pa. (AP) - cases, others hung on the standing together as if in

thought

PECIALS
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
FROM STERLING

fered to use equity in his
farm equipment, valued at
about $100,000, as collateral for a $400,000 loan he
owes PCA but the company
rejected the offer.

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
FALCON SNACK & BEVERAGE CENTER

STERLING m
OPEN DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

COLORWASHED
A SHADE DIFFERENT THAN EVERYDAY DENIM, MISS Jl
Right now, go beyond the blue...into turquoise or raspberry cotton
denims by Calvin Klein! Sized 3-13 in Miss J, our shop for young women
Left: Your favorite five-pocket denim jeans with great designer fit, $46.
Right: New denim styles: The oversized jacket, $68: And mini skirt, $40.

115 Railroad Street • Bowling Green, Ohio

Jacobsoris
Open Thursdays and Fridays 'til 9:00 p.m.
Franklin Park, Toledo

Delivery

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
PI
|
EXPIRES
1/31/83

Voted Best Pizza In I
COUPON!

50t OFF
Rny small pizza or large SUB
[r/S Ffe* Delivery

«•"«

noun
TST 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.gg •unom

Free

OPIN 4 p.m.

352-5166

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES
1/31/83

Voted Best Pizza In B.G I
COUPON]
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Schweiker resigns from cabinet post
WASHINGTON (AP) Richard Schweiker, secretary of health and human
services, has resigned, administration officials revealed last night. His
unexpected departure is
the second from President
Reagan's Cabinet in the
last two weeks.
Neither Schweiker nor

his aides could be reached
for comment.
Two administration
sources who spoke on the
promise of anonymity said
Schweiker would head the
American Council on Life
Insurance and had told the
president he would leave
about 10 days ago. Offices
of that organization in

Washington were closed.
James Baker III, the
chief of the White House
staff, told reporters on arriving at the White House
from a meeting that
Schweiker was leaving because he got "a wonderful
job offer. He declined to
elaborate.
WHITE HOUSE officials

said an official announcement was scheduled for
today. Reagan has not yet
received the official letter
of resignation, they said.

considered.
The White House has
been actively seeking
more women for high positions.

Three White House officials in a position to know
refused to say who would
be Schweiker's replacement or who was being

Elizabeth Dole last week
was nominated to replace
Drew Lewis as secretary
of transportation. Lewis's
resignation was announced

Dec. 28.

The other cabinet
changes saw Alexander
Haig Jr. replaced as secretary of state last summer
by George Schultz and
James Edwards succeeded
as energy secretary by
Donald Hodel in November.

Heart transplants safe and useful
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - As
scientists around the world
work on better, smaller
artificial hearts, some researchers argued Tuesday
that less radical machines
that leave the organ In
place may prove safer and
more useful.
Others on a panel of top
scientists in the field predicted heart transplants
will become more popular
and mechanical hearts will
keep patients alive until a
donor heart is found or will
help get the new heart
working.

Dr. Philip Oyer of Stanford, which has the nation's most successful
heart transplant program,
said the university is concentrating on booster
pumps, called left ventricular assist devices, rather
than mechanical hearts.
The booster, he said, "is
small enough now ... that
our goal is maybe by late
this year to begin a clinical
trial."
Some candidates for an
artificial heart might be
helped with a booster
pump, and two pumps

would probably do the
same thing as an artificial
heart in many patients,
while still having the natural heart, he said.
"IF YOU put in a total

heart, you burn that
bridge: that heart is
gone."

might be able to limp along
until you get him to the
hospital," Oyer said.

If an assist pump fails,
however, "then the patient
still has his own heart that

Stanford's goal is a "totally implanlable device
that would be suitable ei-
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99«
SANDWICH
SALE

F»WHI»,W

NOMOU
Featuring Fashions
from 1880s thro 1950s

iTuxedos • Flapper Dresses
|30's Bias Cut Satins • 40's suits«
Lingerie • Victorian Whites •
Furs • Jewelry • and much more
DARE TO BE DIFFERENT
MON - SAT
12-5
110 Louisiana • Perrysburg • 874-4016

"THE SALE
IS ON!"
SAVE 30% to 50%
on our regular stock of mens
and ladies better traditional
clothing and sportswear

EVERY

SUNDAY thr. THURSDAY
With the Purchase off
Either A Beverage or
Order off French Fries.
NO COUPON NEEDED

ther for temporary use" allowing damaged hearts
to recover from heart attack or surgery - "or for
permanent use if the patient's own heart can't recover," he said.

▼li'TACIt

PFisicrers- Gladienx
H|g Caba ■ Oluierin

101 N. Main St.
"
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Environment affects moods
BUFFALO (AP) -If you
have suspected that your
physical surroundings affect both your mood and
efficiency, modern science
has just proven you are
right.
A recent study conducted by researchers at
the State University of
New York's School of Architecture in Buffalo
snowed that a good physical environment at work

Final Clearance
60% off
Entire Stock
Sero

Thomson

David Brooks

Skyr
Robert Scott

Aston Sweaters

r-

improves the worker's performance and satisfaction.
According to Michael
Brill, president of the Buffalo Organization of Social
and Technological Innovation (or BOSTI), a good
environment is worth from
4 to 5 percent of an employee's annual salary to an
employer in terms of increased productivity.
After submitting questionnaires to more than 4,■"■"sa^aaa""*!"""""""*

January
clearance
sale

classic apparel for women

000 workers and studying
the office environment in
about SO organizations.
BOSTI researchers found
that some aspects of the
office are more important
than others.
IN AN INTERVIEW recently, Brill noted that
among the most potent factors are lighting, privacy
and inclusion in the original design decision process. As a rule, workers
prefer a more homelike
environment than most offices provide. If given a
choice, they would select
pastel colors, soft homelike fabrics and traditional
furnishings, rather than
the neutrals and hard-edge
furnishings that designers
tend to specify for offices.
Brill, an architect who
teaches at the SUNY
School of Architecture,
said that the high degree of
cooperation of those who
took part in the survey
indicates that they regard
their working environment
as vitally important to
them. About 77 percent

Thurs 10-8
M.C.«,d Visa

featuring

mon.sat. 9:3&5:00
24 n. third st.

•

waterviHe

•

Ucipation in the design process is worthwhile
even If the worker does not
get what be wanted. Participation indicates to the
worker that he is important enough to be consulted. This in itself raises
self-esteem and identification with the company, re-

BRILL ADDED that
many workers would opt
for more privacy than they
have. They are not necessarily seeking absolute
privacy, however. Instead,
they want to minimize interruptions by limiting access of those with whom
they do not work on a daytoday basis. Many would
opt to share an office with
at least one other person in
their own department.

Sweaters, Skirts, Blouses. Suits
Blazer's, Pants, Coats
Traditional Clothing for Men and Women

of luaterville
Hours Mon -Sat. 10-5

ON the other hand, managers and supervisors tend
to have more space than
they need and to be consulted more often than other
workers in preliminary
ges of office design and

sulting in higher job
performance and satisfaction, Brill said.
The study indicated that
workers do better in more
homelike surroundings.
The energy crunch "did
something wonderful in the
office. It led to extensive
delamping with absolutely
no loss of performance,''
according to Brill. In fact,
turning off about half the
overhead lights in the office to save money actually
improved the lighting,
since it led to installation
of individually controlled
task lighting where it is
needed.

20 - 50% OFF CLEARANCE SALE

harbara browns

All Sales Final

took the time to answer the
500-item questionnaire
with no reward other than
the chance to offer their
own opinion.
The researchers found
that the most environmentally deprived workers are
clerical, technical and professional employees who
tend to have less space
than they need to do their
jobs and to be consulted
rarely, if at all, when decisions on the office environment are made.

Unique Monogramming, Appliques
and Davey Bags

8784420
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Great UN-cola Si
Give - Away

COURSES AVAILABLE THIS SEMESTER: -

.--

-

■

SOC. 101 • Prince of Soc.
POLS. 201 ■ Amer. Qov.

D©

THESE COURSES OFFERED FROM Jan. 22 - April 30
EACH COURSE - 3 semester credit hours

Open For Lunch
Monday-Saturday
11:00 a.m.

For more info, cal 372-0181. ask for BGSU Tetecourses

51e E. Woosfer
Bowling Green

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER SS.00 IN B.Q. ONLY

87MJM

Partial Spring schedule? Need another course?
Working Part time? Hard to schedule classes?
Driving to Campus? Afraid of SNOW & ICE?
TAKE COLLEGE COURSES AT HOME IN COMFORT
ON YOUR OWN FREE TIME!

AT
£

Pcddkfl' Ale y, Walcivlc, 0.

STUDENTS SAVE 10%!
ton aM regutar-price salon services)

""11

9 inch Pizza

n

ii
ii

Coupon Good For I
2 Free 7-ups

II

12 oz. Cans

iii

Expires
Jan. 30, 1983

Cheese
Each Item
added

On Delivery
12 inch Pizza

3.20

6-pack
7-up

55

12 oz. Cans

with any
16" (1 item) or
more pizza

Items available:

Coupon Good For

F»«* Grouad M

DeutMe OtesMe
ThtdiOeugh

MMnWi

4 Free 7-ups

FfW. Ontom

12 oz. Cans

I
I

OraanOk***

Expires
Jan. 25, 1983

I

On Delivery

Myle8 Pizza Pub
352-1504

14 inch Pizza

i
I

Coupon Good For j
12 oz. Cans

Expires
Jan. 30, 1983

I:

^,

10 Free cans of 7-up with any
16" (3 item) or more pizza
(1) One Coupon Par Order

on
On ueiivery
Delivery

HI On, Onoon Pmr Crtfcr

IT

EXPIRES
Jan. 30, 1983

I
I
I
I
I
I*
I

I

[COUPON GOOD!
FOR
2 Free 7-ups
EXPIRES

Jan. 25, 1983
with any lave* •ub
WLIVI*Y «"
ONLY
"«»«'

I
I
I

New system seven method guarantees

just the look YOU want!
Here's how our new 7-step system works:
1. FREE pre-stylng consultation
(You tel us what YOU want,
and WE LISTEN & advise).
2. FREE hair condition analysisFREE scalp treatment
4. FREE protective finishing rinse
5. Cut, perm & color —as desired
FREE home care recommendations
7. New 7-day guarantee of satisfaction!

a

a

♦Come in and let us show you how
EVEN THE GOOD CAN GET BETTER!
We've changed much more than our name!
(MtCJAL CLIARANCa »AL*I Uetted quantities of
prof e ssional he
halrcare
product* now sveftaMe at HALF-PMCCD

system scverv
W

HOURS

W

EXPIRES
Jan. 30, 1983

12 oz. Cans

I
I

5 Free 7-ups

II
II

of II

MON - TUES
WED • SAT
SUNDAY
»

11:00 a.m. -2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. -3:00 a.m.
NOON - 2:00 a.m.
,

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER SS.00 IN B.Q. ONLY

THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE

Hears: 10 to • Men-Frl. 9 to 7 Sat 12 to 5 Sunday.
Appointments available for perms A eotortno.
Selena boated where Command Performanoe used *» be.
North Town* Sojr 47S-7S4S WoodvMe ItoJ MS-CMS
Franfcan Park Man 472-063S •owing Green 362-0610
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AND YOU'LL SAVE AN EXTRA 10% ON ALL
REVCO BRAND PRODUCTS AND PRESCRIPTIONS
(ONLY B.G.S.U. STUDENT I.D.S QUALIFY FOR 10% DISCOUNT)

Also, check-out Revco's low, everyday
discount prices on all these items...
REVCO COUPON-SAVE $1.00

EM

Big Pop Popcorn

60's Reg. or Sheer
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

69

2 lb.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

2

c

/99

ea.

Stick Deodorant, Asst.
or Anti-Persplrant 2.5 02.
Specially marked packages only.
Spray Deodorant AntiPersplrant 3 II. oz.
Spray Deodorant 3.5 II. oz.
or Splash On Lotion 3.5 II. oz.

Revco
Vitamin C

Aqua Net
Hair Spray
on. oz.

Reg., Unscented, Super
Hold or Extra Super Hold
Specially marked
packages only.

Mentholatum Jar

c

99

Revco's
low,
everyday
discount
price

ColgatefW^i

4II.OZ.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Colgate
Toothbrushes

Dermax
Cleanser
For Him
Or
For Her

Men After Shave

8oz.

1 II. oz.

Tissues iocs

Soft, Medium or Hard

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

c

99° 991 99

Marcal Facial

YOU PAY

99

1 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Cplqate«B / fl

Bausch
& Lomb
Saline
Solution

500 mg. 100s
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.99

Buy Two,
Get One Free #
Mail-In Rebate Offer
Pick up rebate lorms at any
Revco Discount Drug Center.

2

29' /99«

WITH THIS COUPON t I.D.
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Coupon expert)! i/21«3 al the
Cro*sro*vl« Plaza RevCO store only

REVCO COUPON-SAVE 60C

PI"

Revco
12 Timed
Capsules i^MI^IIMl)
20's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.59

YOU PAY

99

WITH THIS COUPON & I.D.
LIMIT ON€ PEP. COUPON
Coupon aipm 10M] 11 the
C'ounMOS Plaz* Revco Horn only

Faberge
Organics

Lip Treat Gloss
By Chapstlck
Aast. flavors
Revco'a low, everyday
discount price

4

Bic
Fine Point
Roller Pen
With Two FREE
Medium Point Pens

Libby's
Lite
Canned Peach
Halves 29 oz.

Revco's low, everyday
discount pries

Revco's low, everyday
discount price)

c

/99 59

Shampoo
Reg., Oily or Dry

Conditioner

Anchor Hocking
MUg Sox.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

1863 BY REVCO D.S.. INC.

1 II. oz., 1%
Revco's low, everyday
discount pric*

$ 39

89' 799° 1

or Finishing Rinse
IS II. oz.
Specially marked
packages only.

99

REVCO

Crossroads Plaza
1135 S. Main St.
352-5297
COPYRIGHT

Reg. or Extra Body

Revco Nose Drops

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

Items available while quantities last

Revco reserve* the right to limit quantities.
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NFL claims rights to cheer
think the term 'Who Dey" is, too," Jim
Noel, director of legal affairs for NFL
Properties, said Tuesday.
NFL PROPERTIES, which donates
revenues from product licensing to
charities, has marketing rights to
items associated with league teams.
Whenever a term becomes associated
with a club, it has rights to that term,
too, Noel said.
NFL Properties objected when
Hudepohl Brewing Co. of Cincinnati
marketed a special "Who Dey" beer
can to celebrate the team's playoff
appearance this year.
Hudepohl's vendors at Riverfront
Stadium - who have long advertised
their product by shouting "Hudy" may indeed have inspired the cheer
that caught on last season. The most

CINCINNATI (AP) - The guttural
"Who Dey" cheer started by Cincinnati Bengals fans is so popular that
the National Football League is
claiming marketing rights - to the
dismay of those promoting it.
The "Who Dey" cheer sprang up
last season and followed the Bengals
to their first Super Bowl, A former
Cincinnati sportscaster put the grammatically mangled lyrics to song over
the summer, and a local brewery
produced a "Who Dey" beer for the
playoffs last month.
But NFL Properties has stepped in,
objecting to "unauthorized use of the
cheer popularized by a radio station
last fall
"The term 'Bengals' is a trademark
.of thj^uiannaUBengals^ndwe

popular form is: "Who dey, who dey,
who dey think gonna beat them Bengals?"
HUDEPOHL a small regional brewery which issued special cans for the
Cincinnati Reds' 1975-76 World Series
championships, put out a black-andorange "Hu-Dey'' can with a tiger's
head and the cheer last month. The
beer's name is a combination of the
brewery and the cheer.
"We tried to put this can together in
such a way that it would be for the
city," Bob Pohl, Hudepohl general
manager, said. "With every case of
'Who Dey' beer we sell, we donate 25
cents to the city's bicentennial
fund...We're in existence because of
this city, and we're trying to repay it,
that's all."

Court tied up In Miami
MIAMI (AP) - "Miami needs a laugh," declared
animal preservationist Jack Kassewitz Jr. and
that's what it got when the Dade County Courthouse was draped with a pink ribbon and tied with a
bow.
The wrapup by the National Wildlife Rescue
Team was staged about 6 a.m. Monday to protest
plans by the artist Christo to wrap 10 Biscayne Bay
islands in pink polypropylene this spring.
The display was a serious protest to the potential
environmental hazard proposed by Cristo's plan,
Kassewitz said.
It took only 10 minutes to put up the 1,400-foot
continuous roll of pink trash bags, and less time for
police to take it down.

Water contaminated
Let us be your

DANSKIN
headquarters
for
Tights
Trunks
Leotards
Leg Warmers
Bathing Suits
etc
etc
etc
The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
Itl Block W

FOSTORIA, Ohio (AP) Residents of a housing development have been
warned to avoid allowing
infants under 4 months old
to drink the development's
water because it contains
high levels of nitrates, apErently from farm fertier.
IN A LETTER to residents of the Sterns Crest
subdivision, Wood County

Isolation:
Army commander held

At A Glance

Health Commissioner
Adults are not susceptiJames Ryder said, "High ble to the illness, be said.
nitrate levels have been
responsible for the illness
RYDER SATO there is no
methemoglobinemia treatment available that
(commonly referred to as can be done at home to
'blue baby'). The illness remove nitrates. "Boiling
results from changes in the the water will only conceninfant's blood makeup trate the nitrates," Ryder
which prevents the blood said. He suggested using
from carrying sufficient bottled waterTor infants as
oxygen to the body tis- an "easy solution to parensues."
tal concerns."

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - The government cut a rebellious army
commander's telephone
lines yesterday for the second day, isolating him in
his northern garrison from
other commanders whose
support he sought.
A well-placed military
source said Col. Sigifred'o
Ochoa, commanding an estimated 1,000 troops in Cabanas Province, could
count on no more than a
third of the army to support him in a showdown
and predicted he would
give up by Wednesday.
"He won't want to tear
the country up," said the
source, who asked not to be
identified for security reasons. "When he leaves,
he'll still be a hero."
However, the same
source said the mutiny had
damaged Ochoa's adversary, Defense Minister
Jose Guillermo Garcia,
and he predicted Garcia
would retire within two
months.
Ochoa, considered by fellow officers to be one of the
best field commanders in
the government's threeyear-old war against the
leftist guerrillas, an-

PHIMU
Proudly Announces

The 1983 Executive Council
President
First Vice-Fresident
Second Vice-President
Treasurer
Membership Director
Phi Director
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
House Manager
Panhellenic Representative
Social Chairman

ol McDonald Dorm.

Sherri Watt
Amy Caruso
Keely Krueger
Shelly Weakley
Kim Taylor
Mary Ann Iammarino
Jenny Kuzeppa
Carolyn Galbraith
Mary Ann Kruppa
Michelle Luderman
Linda Popovich

MACY'S HAIR IN
January

Vi OFF
PERM SALE
Reg. $25 $35 $45 values
Haircut not included

macys HAIR IN

Many Thanks for a Great Job to the 1982 Execs!
Looking Forward to Another Great Year!

2nd Floor/352-5615

The following employers will be on campus
the week of January 19 & 24, 1983 to
interview interested

nounced Thursday night he
rejected an order by Garcia exiling him to Uruguay
as a military attache. He
demanded the resignation
of the defense minister.
GARCIA TOLD a news
conference Monday he ordered Ochoa transferred
because he was involved in
a plot against the government. He implied that ultra-rightists were behind
the alleged conspiracy.
President Alvaro Magana ordered Ochoa late
Monday to "immediately
and unconditionally fulfill
the order to go to Uruguay.
The colonel said he would
meet Tuesday with Garcia
and other top officials at an
undisclosed location in San
Salvador, but the defense
minister said he had no
plans for such a meeting.
Ochoa suffered a setback
when most of the armed
forces commanders signed
a communique Monday
supporting the defense
minister.
However, neither the air
force commander, Col. Rafael Bustillo, nor the commander of the 1st Infantry
Brigade, Col. Adolfo Blandon, signed the communique.

Charge it!!

5MTE FaWD H45
5Q2DE GREAT JQB5

candidates.

SIGN UP ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1983, FOR THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULES. Sign Up will be held on
Wednesday, from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. for EMPLOYER SCHEDULES (Business, Government, Agencies, and
Graduate Schools) on the second floor lounge, of the Student Services Building. There will not be a sign up for
EDUCATION SCHEDULES this week.
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE TURNED IN FOR EACH SCHEDULE OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE.
SPECIAL NOTICE OF SIGN UP PROCEDURE: At the time of sign up, you must turn in a copy of your Credential Form
for each interview or overflow you schedule. Qualified candidates are those who meet the academic degrees, majors
and graduation dates requested by the employers listed below. Those who do not meet the requirements will not be
interviewed. Only permanent residents (U.S. citizens) are considered unless otherwise indicated. The number in ()
indicates the number of schedules requested by the employer.
BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS
r3ELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 1-1M3
1 1M3
Holmdel. NJ
"
TECH. WRITERS: B/M Tech Wr . May Aug. Grads
(1) each date
OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO.
Cleveland. OH
CANCELLED
CANCELLED
SHELL COMPANIES

1-18-83
1-19-63
1-18*3

Houston. TX
PURCH
ANALYSTS
SRVCS ANALYSTS
B'Purch.. Mai Mgmt May Grads (1)
1-1M3
TRW, INC.
Euclid. OH
AUDITORS B'Acct. May Grads (1)
1-1M3
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
Maynard. MA
TECH WRITERS B/M Tech Wr.. (for MA or NH
locations). May, Aug. Grads. (1)
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
1-18-83
Rochester, NY
SALES B/M in Bus. Adin. w ml in Sales. May, Aug
Grads (2) PROG./SYST ANAL B'M Comp Sci.
MIS, or Math w/C.S. minor, May, Aug Grads. (1|
CANCELLED
1-20-83
CANCELLED
1-21-83
1-1M3
RCA CORPORATION
1-2W3
Cherry Hill, NJ
PURCH ASSOC : B/Mat Mgmt. ma Mgmt, Engr
or otnor Tech. w/inl. 01 exper in Purch , May
Grads. (1) each date.
REPUBLIC STEEL CORP.
Cleveland, OH
CANCELLED

1-1 MS

U.S. AIR FORCE

1-1MS

Bowling Green, OH
LEADERSHIP/MGMT POSITIONS PILOT/NAVIG
Any lour yr dag, or higher. May. Aug. (1).
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

1-21-83

East Lansing, Ml
ORAD
PROGRAM IN URBAN PLAN
NING/LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE: Any major.
May. Aug. (11
XEROX CORPORATION
1-21-83
Rochester, NY
SALES TRNEE: B/ki Bus Admin, w/lnt. In Sales
Career, May, Aug Grads. (1)
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
1-2MS

Cleveland, OH
SALES REP B/SaVng/SatM. Mgmt., May, Aug.
Grade. (2).

BABCOCK & WiLCOX
1-25-83
New Orleans. LA
CANCELLED
CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL CORP.
Stamford, CT
1-25-83
PROG ANAL TELECOMMUN TRNEE B'Comp
So. MIS w/Sci. cone, May. Aug Grads. (1)
INTERNAL AUDITING B/Acct., May. Aug (2)
VARIOUS POSITIONS B'Mkt. Gen Bus , Ind. Rel..
Ind Mgml. Lib Arts, Jour , MBA. Mfg. Tech.. Ind
Tec.. May , Aug Grads. (1) SALES TRNEE: B/Bus
Admin , Lib Arts W;Bus cone , May. Aug Grads

'LL
B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY
Akron, OH

1-2S-83

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Akron, OH
1-28-83 1-28-83
PROGRMRS B'Comp Sci . MIS , May, Grads (1)
each date
1-2M3

MGMT TRNEE B/Mgmt or any Bus. major, May
Grads (2)
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Bloomington, IL
1-25-83
PROG/ANAL B/Oomp. Sci. MIS. Math, or 12-15
hours Comp Sci ind a major lang.. May, Aug.
Grads 12)
^
STOUFFERS (CORP. DIVISION)
Solon, OH

Miamisburg, OH
PROG/ANAL.: SYST. PROG/ANAL..
Sci, MIS, May Grads (1)

, 2M3

OWENS ILLINOIS, INC.

1-26-83

"
B'Comp

Toledo, OH
MFG. ENGR.: B/M(g. Tech . May Grads (1) ENT.
LEV. SALES: B/SeH/Sates. May. (1/2)
CANCELLED

1-27-83

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

1-26-83

Cleveland, OH
CANCELLED

ACCT : B/Acct . May Grads (1)

ROADWAY EXPRESS INC.
Toledo, OH

MONSANTO RESEARCH CORPORATION

MMS

ENT. LEV. ANAL/PROG : B/M Comp Sci., B/M
Math w/C.S minor, B/any Bus major w/C.S. minor,
or MBA w.C S minor. May Grads. (1)
U.S. AIR FORCE
1-2MS
Bowling Green. OH
LEADERSHtP/MGMT. POSITIONS: PILOT/NAVIG.:
Anyjour y: dag or hiqru>r_May Grads (1)
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE 1-26-83
Cohin-ibus. OH
APPL. ?ROG (SCIENTIFIC) B/M Comp. SO.. B/M
MIS or Math with BAL and/or PL/1. May. Aug
Grads EDITOR: B/M/D Chem . Bid. Sci. MlcroBtol.. prat, foreign lag skills. May, Aug. Grade. (1)
METROPOLITAN INSURANCE COMPANY
Maumee. OH
1-28-83
MGMT. TRNEE: B Bus Adm. Mkt, Ins . May, Aug ,
recet Alums. (1)

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
1-27-83
Toledo, OH
DISTR EXEC: ASSOC DISTR. EXEC: EXPLORNG. EXEC: B/any major. May Grade. (1)
CF AIRFREIGHT, INC.
Indianapolis. IN

1-27-83

1-28-83

DAIS PWTEffiWJG.
And, they're waiting for someone like
you to fill them.
State Farm has one of the largest
computer operations in the country so
it's one of the best places to start your
career in Data Processing.
You don't have to be a data processing major to interview for these jobs.
But, you do need a minimum of 12
credit hours in data processing and
related courses.

SALES TRNEE: B/Sell/Sales. May Grads (1) each
date
__^_
DAYTON POWER • LIGHT COMPANY
1 27
Dayton, OH
- -*»
CANCELLED
LOCTITE CORPORATION

1-27-83

Cleveland, OH
PRODUCT MGR : MBA In Mkt (Mkt. Reerch.. Ao..,
Set/Sales), May, Aug. Qrada. (1)
NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION
Pittsburgh, PA

1-27-83

WE TRAIN YOU. As a new employee
you'll receive 16 weeks of training
(starting in June) to familiarize you
with our systems operation and its
related software. After completion
of the training program, you'll get
involved with the day-to-day work

flow of the companies.
State Farm offers good wages and
benefits including a cost of living
adjustment that automatically adjusts
your salary to increases in the consumer price index.
Data processing at State Farm. A
good job, with good pay and good
fringe benefits. Check it out. It may be
the best possible place to start your
career.
To get details on career opportunities in data processing, write to Ron
Prewitt, Assistant Director, Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm
Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61701 or
contact your Campus Placement
Director, or visit the State Farm Recruiter on campus January 25,1983.

CANCELLED.
FRITO-LAY, INC.
Deltas, TX

1-2MS

MFG. PROD SUPV. B/Prod. Oper.. Food Sci.,
Nutr.. Cham., Ind Eng Tech., May Grads (2)
QIMBELS-PiTTSBURQH
Pittsburgh, PA
CANCELLED.

1-28-83

NATIONAL CITY BANK
Cleveland, OH

1-28-83

STATE

FARM

INSURANCE

BRANCH MGMT.: BMdkv Mgmt.. Econ., Fki.. MM.,
Prod Oper . Sen/Sales. May Grads (1) DATA
PROC: B/Comp. 3d. only, May Qrada. (1)

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Home Office* Bloomington. HHnoU
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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MacLellan and McPhee: good luck and bad luck
Heads started turning and
conversations stopped during the
second intermission of Bowling
Green's hockey game last
Saturday night at the Ice Arena.
It had come time for the Falcon
Clubs's 50-50 cash jackpot. But the
spectators weren't looking to see if
they had the lucky number,
instead, they were looking at the
man who had been chosen to draw
the raffle ticket.
Ex-BG hockey player George
McPhee was the man who drew
that lucky number
It seemed ironic, however, that
last year's Hobey Baker Awardwinner (symbolizing collegiate
hockey's best player) was trying to
bring a stroke of luck to somebody.
Because, as of late, Lady Luck has

not been kind to McPhee (although
the same can't be said for his
former BG teammate Brian
MacLellan).
Last season, both players were
the center of attention as they
helped lead the Falcons to the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association title. After the season
they were quickly signed by
National Hockey League teams McPhee was taken by the New
York Rangers, while MacLellan
signed with the Los Angeles Kings.
THE NEW year has brought
good tidings for MacLellan. He was
brought up to the mother team last
Friday after racking up five goals,
seven assists and 34 penalty
minutes in 36 games with the New
Haven Nighthawks of the

American Hockey League. It was
hoped he would spark some life into
the lowly Kings who occupy the
basement of the Smythe Division.
The 6-foot-3, 215-pound
MacLellan, responded in his first
game, getting an assist against the

SIDELINE
by Tom Hisek

Toronto Maple Leafs from his left
wing position. The switch back to
wine is sort of a "welcoming back"
for MacLellan since he played that
position during his first three years
at BG before being switched to

defenseman for his final year.
McPhee was also enjoying a
banner season for the Tulsa Oilers
of the Central Hockey League.
Although the Oilers were having
somewhat of a "cadaver" season,
McPhee was leading the Oilers in
scoring with nine goals and 20
assists. And - resorting to the
aggressive style of play he
demonstrated with the Falcons - he
was second on the team in penalty
minutes.
BUT MCPHEE has not been on
the ice lately because of a possible
stress fracture of the vertebrae.
The seriousness of the fracture has
not yet been determined, but
Ranger officials are hoping that by
sitting out a few weeks, the iniurv
will heal itself.

Women tankers win two while men lose one down South
by Steven Qulnn
sports reporter

The Bowling Green
men'sand women's swim
team trained nine days at
Ft. Pierce. Fla. during
winter break then traveled
to the University of Tampa
on Jan. 5 in hopes of bringing home a couple of victories.
The women s swim
team did just that - increasing ther record to 4-1
by defeating Tampa, 92-59,
and Hunter College (N.Y.),
125-24. While the men's
team dropped their record
to 1-2 by losing to Tampa,
65-46.
Head coach Ron Zwierlein said normally he
would not let a meet like
Hunter get too one-sided
but he didn't have any
choice
"We wouldn't have run
the score up so high, but,
because we swam against
Tampa and Hunter at the

same time we had to go
with our best lineup,"
Zwierlein said.
After losing the first
event by disqualification,
the women tankers won the
remaining 16 events. The
disqualification came in
the 400-yard medlay relay
when Cathy Schmitz left
the starting block early.
IT WAS A see-saw battle
for the first seven events
which left Tampa with an
early lead, 32-29. During
this time, Amy Kindy and
Donna Homberger captured the 1000-freestyle
and the 50-backstroke, respectively.
The turning point of the
meet came when Carol Valencik won the one-meter
diving competition, giving
the lead the Falcons never
surrendered.
"It put us back on the
right track," Zwierlein
said. "I told the kids that
we worked too hard and too
long for this meet and
there is no reason why we

should lose it".
BG went on to win seven
of the next nine events.
Homberger, (who was
swimmer of the meet for
the women), and Valencik,
each won their second individual event. Homberger
won the 200-backstroke
and Valencik took the
three-meter diving competition.
Freshman Beth Ricketts, Jeanne Martinek, and
Kim Long each helped out
with victories in the 100freestyle, 100-individual
medley, and 200-freestyle,
respectively.
Senior Terry Alexander
rounded the meet off with a
win in the 50-butterfly and
participated on the winning 400-freestyle relay
team with teammates
Kindy, Ricketts and Annette Agee.
BG'S MEN tankers got
off to a rough start losing
the 400-medlay relay and
never got back on track.
"I feel that we might

have gone in the meet a
little tired. Tampa was
well rested for the meet,"
Zwierlein said.
Seniors Matt Lenhart
and Dave Rinehart each
won two events for the men
to keep the meet close.
Lenhart took the 50 and
100-freestyle events and
was picked as the swimmer of the meet for BG.
Rinehart won both the onemeter and three-meter diving events.
Freshman Greg Charbeneau contributed with a
victory in the 1000-freestyle.
Zwierlein said that he
was somewhat upset with
the way Tampa's swim
coach Ed Brennan handled
the meet.
"There were a few administration problems. We
were warmed up and ready to go at one o'clock
(the original starting time)
but the Tampa coach kept
delaying the meet. We
eventually started at

eat
a pickle
day!

WINTHROP TERRACE

OFFICE HOURS'.

MON-FRI 9:00-5:00
Sal. or EVENINGS by Appointment
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CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
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Freedom Concert
Wed.. Jon. 12-7:00-Commons

Panel Discussion
Thurs.. Jan. 13-6:00-Amani
Speaker(Prof Molefi Asante)
Tues., Jan. 18-7:00-203 HayM Hall
Open To All

Refreshments

Martin Luther King Buttons available
in the Minority Students Activities
Ottice for a small donation..
424 Student Services Building
372-2642
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400 Napoleon Rd.
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"DOES THE DREAM LIVE ON?"
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WELCOME BACK BG STUDENTS!

ARE NOW TAKING APPLIOtfTIONS FOR
SUMMER AND FALL. WE WILL START
RENTING APARTMENTS AFTER FEB. 1st.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available,
swimming pool, and all utilities
paid, except electricity

MARTIN LUTHER KING

three. I don't think he was
extremely professional,"
Zwierlein said.
We probably won't swim
against Tampa again,"
added Zwierlein. .
Zwierlein, however, did
sight some good points
about the trip.
"It was very profitable
trip all the way around,"
Zwierlein said. "We got a
lot of training in, and, because there were no pressures from school, it
brought the team closer as
a unit."

16
open
Sundays
at^pm

more emphasis on skating and
stick-handling skills, a method
which Brooks used in taking the
United States to the Gold medal in
the 1980 Olympics. Many NHL
clubs have taken notice of Brooks'
success and the league is slowly
changing from the brawling,
boxing style of play which
characterized the NHL in earlier
years.
Injuries have hindered the
careers of many professional
athletes and it is no quirk that they
occur at the most inoppurtune
times. Some have been able to
bounce back without any recurring
problems, while others nave not
been as fortunate.
As for McPhee, only time will tell
(or heal).
___

For the time being, McPhee is
staying in the New York City area
where ne is resting and taking in
Ranger games at Madison Square
Garden. A decision on the injury
will not be made for several weeks,
although surgery has been
considered. Such an operation
would involve a spinal tap, which
has the potential tor further
complicating matters.
Crate Patrick, general manager
of the Rangers is optimistic about
McPhee's chances of recovery. He
feels McPhee has a bright future
with the Rangers, especially since
his style of play coincides with the
European style of hockey
employed by Ranger coach Herb
Brooks.
THE EUROPEAN style involves

open at
^pm on no
leover
weekdays

Levi's denim:
$
sale 15
-—Save 25% on young men's Levi's jeans in your choice of sizes

&

HHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUB
NIXT TO STIRLING MILK A DOBS!Y DRUO
AND CLOSE TO TACO BELL
NOW RENTING FOR SUMME B » r ALL SCHOOL OF 1983

OHNmosro* STUMNTS
TO Ml 4-MAN Am.fSUMMH 4 » All SCHOOL TI At)
SWCI Al SUMMII * ATM (3) MOROOM (1.4) STUMNTS SUMMIR OU ARTH

$

sale 15

10 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modern-FurnishedCable T V
1 rein. Walk to Campus
5 mm Walk lo Downtown
25 business establishments jl your front door
Large heezer lor additional tood savings
*ree parking at your tront door
Gas barbeque grid lor the gourmel i ook
• No ear required, saw on gas, perking « operating costs
• No long walks on those zero winter days or In the mud • slush
• *•" *&*|ad streets between apis campus and shopping areas

Young men's Levi's jsena. 100% cotton denm m blue
plus cotton corduroy in sand light blue, tan navy or grey
Wast 28-38
Straight leg denim, reg £20. sale S1S
Young Men s I0483I

Levi's

• Fnendly. Helpful Landlords

■OS THE C«l AM OF TNI CROP.
OO CAMPUS MANOR

FROM $615.00 Per Person per Semester
ALL UTILITIES INCLUD1D EXCEPT ELECTRIC
fhaat A A.C. by G.s)-Cale T.V.
. Model op. inoon ii 4 00p m weekdays
Sati/o.., Mam Nnon

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-7365

3&6

9:45-9:00
MONDAY-FRIDAY
9:45-5.30 SATURDAY
12:00-5:00 SUNDAY
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BG cagers win two on the road Women cagers split in first MAC tests
"I think you have to give
ruary of the 1980-81 season.
Neither win was a cake- us credit for building a 20point
lead and I think you
walk for the Falcons, who
The wizards of schedul- are now 7-4 overall and tied have to give Ball State
ing at the Mid-American for first in the MAC with credit for coming back,"
Conference basketball of- Ohio and Central Michi- Weinert also said afterwards. "It was a great
fice did not have Bowling gan.
Against the Cardinals in win for us to start our
Green in mind when they
plotted the first portion of Muncie, Ind., last Wednes- conference season with,
this season's league cam- day, BG frittered away a but it was so close that we
21-point first half lead and certainly could have lost."
paign.
Apparently, though, needed a 20-foot jumper by
BG's game against
opening their MAC season Keith Taylor with one secon the road at Ball State ond left to come away with EMU in Ypsilanti, Mich.,
and Eastern Michigan did a 71-69 victory. BG's win last Saturday, was little
not faze the Falcons at all. over the two-time defend- different - although the
Although road wins in ing MAC champs broke a Falcons did not play nearly
well in that game as
general are hard to come BSU homecourt winning as
they did in stretches at
by for a MAC team, BG streak of 24 games.
BSU.
pried wins away from both
Again, it was Irish who
COLIN IRISH continued
BSU and EMU - two teams
targeted for the top five in his successful comeback led the way in the 53-52
Falcon
win. But there were
the conference in a pre- from knee surgery by scorseason media poll. In doing ing 20 points and hauling really no heroes in this
so, the Falcons pieced to- down 15 rebounds to lead game, since both teams
gether back-to-back wins the Falcons against BSU. botched several chances to
away from home for the David Scott led BSU with put it away toward the end.
first time since mid-Feb- 27.
Irish had 17 points and
eight rebounds while Da"Your Athlmtic Shoo t Sportiwoor
vid Jenkins added 14
Hoodquarlors In Bowling Groan"
points. Also, Bill Faine had
11 for the Falcons, who had
a 14-point lead early in the
second half but let the Hu140 E. Wooater
Ph. 352-3610

rons back in the game.
TAYLOR AGAIN provided the winning point, as
he sank the front end of a
one-and-one opportunity
with 47 seconds left to give
the Falcons their 53-52
edge. He missed the second charity toss, however,
and that enabled EMU to
have a chance at victory.

by Joe Menzer
sports reporter

FALCON HOUSE

Veor End

f

Stunned

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

All Bowling Green's women's
basketball coach Kathy Bole
wanted for Christmas was two MidAmerican Conference season-opening wins on the road. But, a grinch,
dressed in a Ball State uniform,
stole her Christmas dream. So the
settled for a split with the Cardinals and Eastern Michigan.
The grinch was BSU guard
Donna Lamping, and her 29 points
and 11 rebounds buried the Falcons
in both team's MAC season opener,
71-59, last Wednesday, in Muncie,
Ind.
BG, it seemed, could not buy a
bucket against the Cardinals. Their
29-of-69 field goal attempts for a
.391 percent was below average,
vet, was much better than their
live-of-18 (.298 percent) free throw
shooting.
"I thought we were plagued by
cold, cold shooting," Bole said.
"But I under estimated Ball State,
they have some good personnel.
They took (pre-season MAC favorite) Miami to overtime."
The game plan was simple. Ball
State lacks depth off the bench, so
they use their starters from the
opening jump until the final buzzer
with very little substitutions. In

Anthony White and Phil
Blevins missed consecutive shots, though, and
Irish was fouled while rebounding the second errant
shot. Irish also missed on
the front end of his oneand-one chance with 19
seconds left, and the Hurons had another opportunity to win it
White again took the
shot, and the buzzer finally
sounded after a couple of
EMU tip attempts had
come dangerously close to
going in.
"I'm a little concerned
with our (lack of) killer
instinct. We get ahead and
we don't put teams away
and that bothers me," Weinert said.

"That's what we were like
for three quarters. Unfortunately, that big dog just
woke up and took a big

hardly be a more devastating defeat to end their collegiate careers. Among
those who performed well
in their finale with the Falcons were Chip Otten, John
Meek, Greg Taylor, Jac
Tomasello, Jim Schumann, Potts, and others.
Otten rambled for a
tough 136 yards on 31 carries and also hauled in 11
passes for 76 more yards;
Meek caught four passes,
including his first touchdown of the season,TaWr
lor

chunk out of us."
For seniors like Potts who won't be returning
next season - there could

Now Thru Saturday

[CONVERSE
all-court shoe
reg $24.95

NOW $19.95
New Balance 420
Running Shoes
reg. $47.95

NOW $37.95
sizes 4-13
variable widths

WARM-UP
SUITS
10-40% off
Nike-Downers-Bonnie

Voit
Racquetball
Racquets

20% off

many other items also on sale!

downtown, inc.

WELCOME BACK

fact, three Cardinals played the
entire game while another sat out
just two of the 40 minutes.
ALL BOLE had to do. she reasoned, was run a fast-paced game
and substitute with BG's extremely
stacked bench and tire out the
Cardinal starters. As Bole put it,"it
was like playing two teams against
one."
Unfortunately, some unexpected
mishaps - ala a rash of missed
baskets - changed a simple win to a
hard loss for the Falcons.
Bole admits her Falcons have
not had great success on the free
throw line. BG currently stands in
eighth place in that category in the
MAC's young season.
Bole decided to make a change
in the Falcons' lineup before facing
their next Conference foe Eastern
Michigan (last Saturday).
"We needed to go with a better
defensive lineup," she said. "We
inserted (Diane) Robinson-Zellers,
who we think is our best defensive
player. We also added (Cathy)
Smithey who gives us more size
and speed. She needs to find the
shooting touch, though.
"Melissa Chase is one who gave
up her starting role," she added.
"She had a good game off the
bench (12 point)."
THE RESULT was successful

also snagged four passes;
Tomasello intercepted a
pass and played despite
pain throughout the game;
Schumann was an integral
Krt of the BG offensive
e that did a fine Job of
protecting freshman quarterback Brian McClure,
who also had an outstanding game: Potts scored
two touchdowns ... and
the list could go on and on.
PERHAPS SCHUMANN
put it into perspective the
best by saying^'It was a-

COUPON

For your partying pleasure
we will be open „

SAVE 50% THIS WED. & THURS.
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NIGHT CLUB

Just 10 Minutes North of BG
on Route 25 - Perrysburg
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY
J Rt. 25
J Perrysburg
18 and OVER
|
S 874-2253
FRIDAY ROCK NIGHT

BUTTONS
'W&«n Mae* &c m^"

THIS TUESDAY
FAST EDDIE AND HIS
ALL MALE REVIEW
LADIES ONLY

Rt. 25
Perrysburg
\

874-2253

Doors Open 8:00 $1.00
Show Starts 8:30
Men Admitted 9:30
PARTY

tremendous game. We
came up short in the end.
but we still played well and
I thought I played well. It
was just a great way to end
my football career. On the
whole, the season went fantastic."
People may spend
weeks, months, or even
years trying to figure why
the Falcons lost after being
in command with a 28-7
lead early in the fourth
quarter - but at least BG
was there. Nine other
teams from the Mid-American Conference were at
home watching the game
on television.
For Otten, in particular,
the loss was hard to take.

Playing the finest allarountf game of his career,
the little tailback certainly
earned the respect of everyone who watched the
game.
"I thought we had it; I
thought it was over," Otten
said, shaking his head as
he stood in the Toledo Express Airport terminal after the Falcons had
arrived back in Ohio, the
day after the game. Obviously, the loss still disturbed him deeply.
•1 THOUGHT I played a
little more physical than I
ever have and I made 11
receptions, too. Overall, it
was probably my best
Otten added.

Congratulations
IJEFF
NELSON
I IBGNews

**NO COVER * *

SIITTOHS

and the victim was EMU as BG
outlasted the Hurons, 59-55, in Ypsilanti, Michigan.
BG's shooting percentages were
increased considerably over the
previous outing and four Falcons
scored in double figures.
Leading the Falcons were Chris
Turtle with a game-high 14 points,
followed by Sue Pokelsek and
Chase with 12, and Robinson-Zellers with 10. Joelyn Shoup came off
the bench to aid BG by ripping
down 10 rebounds.
This new starting lineup will
represent the Falcons in their 5:30
matchup with Toledo tonight in
Anderson Arena. Though the Rockets are off to a slow 0-2 MAC start,
Bole said tonight's game is not
going to be an easy one.
"We can't go in not respecting
that ball club (Toledo)" she
added. "They have a multiple defense and I'm very impressed with
(Rocket guard Mitzi) Hallinan.
The Rockets' leading scorer is
six-foot center Linda Janicki who
will enter tonight's game with a
13.5 points per game average.
Statistically speaking, the game
should be a defensive struggle as
UT is second in the MAC in team
defense giving up 63 points per
game, while BG stands right behind with a 64 ppg. mark.

LOIS

■SUZIE

Sales

THE HAIR REPAIR
I
!

I
I
I

{Representative
[of the week

"Whoro Qualify Comes First"
1616 E. Woosler
Ph. 352-2566
O|»n»on In" « Mom 6 30 p m.. Sol lo m 5p m
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WELCOME BACK
BG STUDENTS!
FROM

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
WE'RE STILL BUYING BACK BOOKS!
WE ALSO PAY TOP WHOLESALE PRICES!
ON MARKETABLE TEXTS NO LONGER
USED AT BGSU.
"GET THE MOST FOR YOUR
BOOKS AT SBX"
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
STORE HOURS
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-5:30
SATURDAY 9-5:00
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CIT: BG's neighbor and top rival

•

by Keith Walther
sports editor

jg£^

It has been brought to question
whether the Biblical commandment
to "love thy neighbor" could have
included the University of Toledo and
Bowling Green.
No, there must have been a missing
asterisk that released these two institutions of higher learning from that
rule. Regardless, for years these two
schools - less than 25 miles apart have been blatently breaking that
commandment every time they hook
up for an athletic contest.

,

-^ti

It will be no different tonight when
the Rockets come down the street to
play their neighbors, the Falcons, in a
game of basketball.

■PI

Q3^
-

\
BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
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preparation lor tonight's game against the Toledo Rockets at Anderson Arena.

MAC regains its Division I-A status
The Mid-American Conference won its fight for
membership in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's top football
division last Monday when
it was upgraded to Division
I-A status by the NCAA
Classification Committee.
The conference as a
was reclassified affair other members,
Bowling Green, Miami of
OhioTNorthern Illinois,
and Western Michigan
proved they had achieved
the attendance requirement. There is a rule that
states that if more than
half of a conference's
schools meet the requirements, the entire league
will be classified I-A.
Toledo and Central
Michigan had already been
classified as I-A.
The MAC appealed to the
NCAA Council that a majority of its 10 schools had
surpassed the 17,000 minimum attendance requirement for membership in
Division I-A. The council
then recommended reclasstfication from I-AA to the
Classification Committee,
which took the action at the

mark and are 6-5 on the season. Label
the Rockets as "underdogs".

NCAA convention.
BG's Young drafted
Bowling Green Division
I-AA ail-American football

the mens' lacrosse club.
No experience is necesssary. The meeting will
take place Wednesday,
Jan. 19 at 9 P.M., at 206
Hayes Hall.
IM entries available

BRIEFS

—a—————

standout Andre Young,
was drafted in the 24 th
round recently by the
Denver Gold of the newlyformed United States Football League.
Young, a senior defensive lineman, said that
he does not plan to pursue
a career with the USFL at
this time. Young says he
would have to leave school
for a trvout with the Gold
and a bonus was not offered to him.
Lacrosse meeting set

There will be an organizational meeting for all
men interested ui playing
intercollegiate lacrosse
this spring, according to
Joe Heyman, president of

Entries for basketball
and hockey are now available from fraternity and
resident hall atheltic chairmen and at the Intramural
office, room 201 Memorial
Hall. Entries are due Jan.
18. Play begins Jan. 24.
Students interested in officiating IM basketball for
pay should contact the IM
office. A meeting of all
officials wiU be held
Wednesday, Jan. 19, at 4

P.M. in 202 Memorial Hall.
BG-UT sold out
All tickets for tonight's
basketball game between
Bowling Green and the
University, of Toledo are
sold oat, according to Jim
Treeger, Director of Athletic Promotions at the
University. However, the
game will be televised Uve
on WDHO TV-24 in Toledo
beginning at 8:00 P.M.
Also, all general admission tickets are gone for
both of this weekend's BG
hockey games with Western Michigan. However,
there are a limited number
of reserved seats available
for both nights.

"This is such an emotional game
for the players and everyone involved," BG coach John Weinert said.
"We (the coaching staff) don't even
tell our players we're playing Toledo.
We don t try to psych them up for it
because if they don't know that they
are playing Toledo then they're
ted."
Weinert said - that in a natural
rivalry like this one - the underdog
often seems to have the advantage. It
such is the case, BG may be in peril.
THE FALCONS are the favorites
8Ding in. BG currently is tied with
hiouniverstiy and Central Michigan
for the Mid-American Conference
lead with a 2-0 record. The Falcons
are 7-4 overall.
The Rockets, on the other hand, are
cellar dwellers in the MAC with an 0-2

road) well be in trouble."

The Falcons split in games played
But, as the redundant adage goes: over the holidays - losing to Illinois
"when these two teams meet, you can State and Southern Illinois and defeatthrow their records out the window." ing Ball State and Eastern Michiganwhile the Rockets are coming off a
Yet. for the Rockets, there is more homecourt loss to Central Michigan.
to it than that. They can ill-afford to
lose their third straight MAC game INJURIES HAVE been a thom-infor them records are indeed a factor. the-side for both teams this season.
Thus, Bob Nichols' crew, according to
Weinert, may come into the game
The Rockets are without the services of senior forward Dan Boyle
wo-*Mt'»tV<gWLf«LY-L
because of knee stress fracture and
MAI
junior guard John Green because of a
ALL
W'l
Team
■M
Del
back ailment. The Falcons are return2 0
■O
7 4
•v
ing to health yet still are nursing
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injuries suffered earlier in the season.
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Also returning to the Falcons will
be Ken Waddell, who was academically ineligble last semester.
"Kenny Is a fine overall athlete. He
looks very good in practice and I am
sometimes amazed at some of the
things he does on the court," Weinert
said. "Right now it is very hard to say
where he fits in with our plans - but he
will help this season."
Toledo leads the all-time series
against BG 54-49. The Rockets were
defeated by BG, 80-64, last year in
Anderson Arena and then posted a 8381 overtime victory over the Falcons
up in Toledo later in the season.

,

"hell-bent for election." Meaning,
The Rockets will be ready to play.
"Hey, 111 tell you, I think Toledo is
a very talented team," Weinert said.
"They have some very talented players back. They have the same players
that they had when they beat Illinois
and Arizona State last year. If we
have any letdown at all (after posting
two hard-fought MAC victories on the
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HORSES-HORSES
Riding & Jumping Lessons for Credit through the School of HPER

INDOOR ARENA
Instruction ln:
—Beginning Through Advanced
Hunt Seat Equitation
—Beginning And Intermediate
Jumping
—Cross-country Riding

Facilities For:
-Indoor Arena 60x200 Feet
•Outdoor Hunt Course
"Cross-Country Trails
-Heated Observation Room
-Boarding, Training, Showing

FactsAbout:
—English Horsemanship
-Enroll Fall, or Spring
PEG 127-1 Credit
-Maximum of 10 Riders per Class
PEG 227-1 Credit
-Course Fee $100.00
—M,T, W,R Classes -12:30-3:30
—1 Hr. of Riding
• WE ARE THE ONLY COURSE APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY TO GIVE
ENGLISH RIDING LESSONS.

Instructor: John Vogel
River Hollow Form
West River Rood
Perrysburg, Ohio
1-674-3055
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SPORTS,
Falcons lose heartbreaker to Fresno in Cal Bowl
Jjaajawajjaawawaaaaw

by Joe Menzer
sports reporter

FRESNO, CALIF. - Just like the
fisherman who tells the tale of the big
one that got away, members of Bowling Green's 1962 football team can tell
their future grandchildren of the win
that supped away in the second California Bowl, last Dec. 18.
It had seemed that the Mid-American Conference champion Falcons
had the victory netted, but Fresno
State - champions of the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association - kept wriggling
no matter how many blows BG delivered.
In the end, with 30,000 fans at
Bulldog Stadium and many more television viewers on the edge of their
seats. Bulldog quarterback Jeff Tedford found freshman wide receiver
Vince Wesson over the middle for the
game-tying touchdown with Just 11
seconds left. FSU's Scott Darrow
calmly drilled the subsequent extra
g>int to break the tie and give the
ulldogs a come-from-behind 29-28
win.
"Are you happy?," someone asked
FSU head coach Jim Sweeney in the
post-game interview room.
"Is the earth a planet?," he replied.
SOMEONE ELSE asked if this was
his greatest victory in 18 seasons as a
collegiate head coach.
"I've had a lot of great victories
and even more defeats," said Sweeney, who has a career record of 92-1001, "but I would have to say yes, it is."
One would have to search long and
hard to find a game with a more
dramatic ending, as FSU scored 22
points in the final 12:18 to erase what
had been a seemingly insurmountable
28-7 BG lead.
BG head coach Denny Stolz said a
nine-yard punt by BG's Jim Phelps with the score 28-14 and 4:52 to play was the turning point in the game.
Phelps, who otherwise punted brilliantly all day long, shanked one off
the side of his foot to give the Bulldogs
excellent field position at their own 46yard line.
FSU fans who had been heading for
the exits suddenly found their seats
again and began cheering loudly. The
Bulldogs responded quickly, needing
just five plays and 1:36 to find the end
zone.
Tedford's 27-yard scoring strike to
Stephone Paige - who caught 15
passes for 246 yards and two touch-

for the game-winner.
"It was like being in heaven when I
caught it," Wesson said. "I was going
to throw it (the ball) into the stands,
but there were already so many people (fans and rplayers) around that I
couldn't do it.'
SHORTLY THEREAFTER, the
playing field was flooded with jubilant
FSU fans wildly celebrating the victory that gave the Bulldogs a final 11-1
record - best in the school's history.
The Falcons, losers of their last three
games, finished 7-5 but proved that
the oddsmakers were way off in making FSU a 13-point favorite before the
game.
For the better part of three quarters, BG was in command - as the
Falcons took advantage of seven FSU
turnovers to build their lead.
"The sad thing is that all people
will remember will be those last
seven minutes; our football team
played a hell of a football game,"
Stolz said.
It was in those final seven minutes,
though, that the outcome of the game
was decided.
Earlier on, BG's Brian McClure,
Chip Otten and others had spurred the
Falcons on to their lead. Otten - who
rushed for 136 yards and caught 11
passes for 76 more yards - scored
BG's first touchdown on a four-yard
run.
ON CONSECUTIVE first-and-10
McClure hit John Meek on a onesituations during FSU's winning yard pass for BG's second touchdown,
drive, Tedford fired 12-yard passes to and the talented freshman signal
Paige at the sideline to move the caller connected on a five-yard toss to
Bulldogs to the BG five-yard line with Shawn Potts in the third quarter to
33 seconds left.
give the Falcons a 21-0 lead.
The next seconds were tense, as the
POTTS ALSO scored BG's final
Bulldogs battled the clock and a BG touchdown - with assists going to
defense that was desperate to pre- Greg Taylor and Otten - late in the
third quarter. Taylor hauled in a
serve the win.
On f irst-and-goal - with no timeouts McClure aerial at about the FSU 15remaining - Tedford went to Paige Srd line, but fumbled the ball after
ing hit. Though there were three
across the middle, but BG's Steve
Truchly broke it up and the pass fell FSU defenders surrounding the loose
ball, Otten came from seemingly noincomplete.
On second-and-goal, Tedford's pass where to dive into their party uninattempt was deflected at the line of vited. The ball squirted out to Potts at
scrimmage by BG's Troy Dawson.
the FSU six-yard line, and he waltzed
On third-and-goal, Tedford rolled to into the end zone for the score that
the left, found no receivers open, and made it 28-7 BG.
It proved not to be enough.
tried to cut back unfield to score
"I ve never lost a game with that
himself. Falcon nose tackle Stu Tolle
saved the touchdown by snagging much of a lead," said Stolz, who has
Tedford from behind. Unfortunately seen his share of close losses since •
for the Falcons, Tolle also snagged coming to BG. "Seven turnovers is
Tedford's facemask and the penalty enough; you should win if the other
made it still third-and-goal - out this team gives you that many.
time from the 2V4-yard line.
" I thought 28 points certainly
It was then that Tedford hit Wesson would be enough to win."
downs - brought FSU to within 10
points of the Falcons for the first time
since the second quarter. When Tedford teamed with Terry Carter for a
two-point conversion, the Bulldogs
drew even closer at 28-22.
"I KNEW WE had to go for two
once. I also knew that if we didn't
make it there, we could still go for two
the next time and tie it," Sweeney
said.
Sweeney spoke with the confidence
of a man who knew that his team was
going to score that final touchdown.
Apparently, that confidence rubbed
off on many of his players.
"We were so fired up -1 don't think
the Pittsburgh Steelers could have
stopped us on that last drive," said
Paige, who had the most productive
day of his career. "Most of all,
though, I think you have to credit our
defense. Those guys played like hell
and got the ball back for us when we
needed it most."
And when they had the ball, especially in the fateful final quarter for
the Falcons, Paige often found himself on the receiving end of Tedford
tosses. Six times Paige hauled in
Tedf ord aerials in that quarter, as the
PCAA's Offensive Player of the Year
completed 15-of-22 passes for 176
yards and two touchdowns in the
fourth stanza alone.

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Bowling Green tailback Chip Otten It brought down by a Fresno State defender during
action at the California Bowl laat Dec. 18. Otten. a aenlor, ruahed for 136 yards for the
Falcone on 31 carries. BQ lost the game, 29-28.

BG tears sweep MSCI; move up to second in the nation Stunned
three points in the league (17-5 overall, 13-5 in the CCHA).

by Tracy Collins
";"■••
. orter

It was a matchup which demanded
all the superlatives the public relations experts could come up with.
-' It was Bowling Green versus Michi1
gan State in hockey. It was the firstplace team against the second-place
team in the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association. It was the fifth-ranked
team against the third-ranked team in
the nation. And it was Hobey Baker
candidate and all-American Brian
Hills facing Hobey Baker candidate
and all-American Ron Scott.
The result was a clean sweep for
Hills and the Falcons in a series which
could have been lethal to any spectator with heart problems. Hills scored
three goals and two assists during the
series to push BG to a 6-4,4-2 sweep of
the Spartans.
The sweep gives the Falcons a five
point lead in the CCHA race with a 152-1 league mark (16-4-2 overall), and
gave BG the number two ranking in
the WMPL coaches poll. MSU
dropped to seventh in the nation, and
saw their lead over Ohio State cut to

THE SERIES was marked by a
number of fine individual performances on both teams. Hills assisted
on Mike Pikul's winning goal on Friday, and scored the winning goal
during last Saturday's contest on a
solo breakaway. Perry Braun
clinched Saturday's contest with a
goal at the four minute mark, and his
play on the penalty killing unit helped
BG kill off seven MSU power plays in
that game.
But the true key in the series was
the play of the Falcon goaltenders and
defense. Mike David made 19 saves in
turning back MSU in the first contest.
In Saturday's game, Wayne Collins
turned in his best performance as a
Falcon, making 31 saves in running
his personal record to 8-0-1.
"I thought Wayne Collins was superlative, BG coach Jerry York
said. "The optimum situation is to
have a one-two punch, and I think we
are developing that this year."
Collins said the partisan crowd's
cheering was not his main source of
motivation. Instead he gained his
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motivation from the taunts of the
more than 500 Spartan fans who traveled to the Ice Arena for the game.
"WHAT I LIKED the most was
when the State people called me a
sieve," Collins said. "I just kept
laughing at them, and it helped me to
make the next save.
"I thought our defense played well.

WMPL COACHES POLL
1. Minnesota (B)
2. Bowling Green (2)
3. Wisconsin
4. Providence
5. Clarkson
6. St Lawrence
7. Michigan State
8. Minnesota-Duluth
9. North Dakota
10. Ohio State

98
73
65
64
62
51
43
39
33
8

They moved the puck out of our zone
well. They gave me a few heart attacks out there, but they played well. I
think we've got the best defense in the
league."
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$33-1040, A 4 B. act S credits Inc.
State a Local.
$80 Forme. Be State a Local
Ph 362-1438 or 364-1607
Hrs. 7 am-9 pm 7 days a week
Located at Beat Western 1460 E.
Woootat. Qtc. <16.
PERSONAL
ALPHIXIS
WELCOME BACK 6 GET PSYCHED
FOB SPRING SEMESTER
DREAMBOY
ATO welcomes si BOSU students
beck Lets riv*e SprBg 1983 Someswig B Remember.
DELTA UPSS.ON
LA. SIS RUSH
WED 7:00 P.M.
MH-78K eft
Jeans n' Thins* sal reege at.
UL SB RUSH
DELTA UPSsVON
WED 7.00 p.m.
NEXT—TO—HEW SHOP
Oomng | houseearea priced low
Open Tuoo 10-4pm A Fn I 7pm
SI Aloyalua School 2nd Hoot
RRT
THOUGHT YOU WOULD NEVER
GET ONE BUT YOU WERE
WRONG GOOD LUCK IN
STUDENT TEACHsVO
OLS

The BG defense played consistently
despite having a new addition. Dave
O'Brian was moved to the blueline
after Chris Sanna was declared academically ineligible, and he was on
ice for only two goals during the
series - both with MSU on the power
play.
On the weekend, the Falcons
scored on three of 11 power play
opportunities (27 percent) while the
Spartans could manage just two goals
on 14 attempts (14 percent). Besides
going zero-for-seven on Saturday,
MSU failed to score with nearly seven
consecutive minutes on the power
play (including 1:23 of five-on-three
play). York said this may have
worked against the Spartans.
"THEY HAD a lot of opportunities
to break it open with the man advantage," York said. "When you get a lot
ofpower plays, you have to score or
the momentum can switch."
The momentum did switch to the
Falcons early in the third period
Saturday, as BG scored two goals in a
52 second period to break the game
open. Jamie Wansbrough sent Hills on
a solo breakaway, with the senior cocaptain beating Scott to the stick side

at the 3:08 mark. At the four minute
mark, Braun beat Scott to the stick
side with a long slapshot from the top
of the left faceoff circle, on an assist
from Pikul.
Although Scott made 69 saves in the
series, he allowed nine goals, marking the first two times this season he
has allowed more than three goals in
a game.
ON FRIDAY, the Falcons extended
their lead to 5-1, but MSU closed to W,
and blew the opportunity to score
when two players missed shots with a
wide open goal. Harvey Smyl did
finally bring the Spartans to within
one at 18:59 on a wrist shot that got
through David from the blue line, but
the senior made two big saves after
MSU had pulled Scott. Hills put in an
empty net goal on a backhand from
his own neutral zone with seven seconds left.
Hills' 11th power play goal of the
year tied Saturday's contest at 1-1 on
an assist from John Samanski, and
Tim Hack tipped in a slapshot from
Pikul at 12:25 of the second period to
give the Falcons a lead they would
never relinquish.

RUSHOU UL SIS
WED 7:00 P.M.
ACROSS FROM LIBRARY

F RMTE NEEDED RENT NEGOTIA
BLE APT ON NORTH SUMMIT
CALL 354-2273.

The 80 News needs a circulationperson nvmooMefy Apply B 108
University He! NOWi

The brothers ot Sigma Alpha Epolon
would oxe to cong/atulale Scott
Kramer and Wendy Gajareky on the.
SAE-DZ awaoorBg.

F. Rmrnte wanted knmd.
to share 1 bdrm apt.
Cal Jennilor at 364-1327

Talented Student Performers' AtAmerican Coeaglate Talent Search Is
your chancel Al performing talent
eagaxe to wB scholarships, auditions.
and more Contact ACTS. Box 3ACT.
NMSU. Las Cruces. NM 88003.

Wary-No By Bowing Green side
wsta tor ma next writer rm oil on
national Student Exchange to the
University ol South Careens Check It
out with me Ctr lor Educ Options
231 AdmB. BWg (372-0202) Love.
Debts*

1

Hed lo leave school Need a roommate lor Spring Sem Oral Apt . New
turn, a carpet Free cable > MTVI
Very low rant a uB Gee paid already
lor whole Sam I face, dear room
males (only 2") Close to campus, yet
dose to uptown! Cal CBdy or Anger

3527490
BeV. Marty. ( P J
When Is the nest QOSM. ROAST?

1 or 2 Rmmtee needed Sot Sem
Rent ttoooosttlo. Cal Jan 362-7104

WASH FOR LESS AT THE WASH
HOUSE 250 N MAIN

3 men need 4lh rmte $400 lor me
semester 2 bdrm sol. ol Second St
Ph 362-8787.

1

Men ol BO Nancy Myera ia beck.
and Is Bred ol el those foreign men.
Give her a eel end welcome her Deck
St 2-6107 or slop by 208 Alpha Xi
Delta Now it s your turn None Love

Your Bag

Take ooSsga ooursea at home, B
consort. B your tree time B.0.8 U
Tetaoouraaa now being offered
Spring Semester Sec 101-Pltnc of
Sec . POLS 201-Ana*. Qovt Cat
CcnJnuBg Ed-372-0181. ask tor
BQSU Tatecourasa
Freeh Oiagtsneta OtBisiail
Every looming

Tee niasesi 181-41*2
WANTED

M. RMTE. NCEDC0-S120IMO.
PUN EUC. EXCELL LOCATION.
CALL SH-S1C7 MOWI
F. Grad student Non-Smoker Own
room. 8110/mo Spring Semester
362-5356
DESPERATEI F ROOMATE. OWN
BDRM NICE APT $1007140 PLUS
UTtL 352-3116.
1 I wanted thru May New nice rum
apt Ctoea to campus a riaaonatla
3520663
1 student needed for 5 bdrm house
Spring Semester 318 Pke SI 1267-3341

HELP WANTED

(5061646-4413
Summer position B Texas. Juniors
with 3. or above GPA Computer
Science. Accounting $ Math Majora.
frintsct Co-op Office 372-2461.
noeidentos tactty lor the mentoly
retarded. Education majors preferred.
Contact Co-op Office 372 2451
Clerical position B BG 20-30 hrs.
per week. Secretory experience deseed Contact Coop Office 3722461.
Northwest Ohio CPA Frm Must be s
kjntor motoring B Accounting with a
3 5 or above GPA Contact Coop
Otace 372-2461.
Part-Sme ratal aaiea B Toledo Con
tact Co-op PMC* 372-2461.

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE Handy to BGSU.
churches, roansrares A shopping
1104 E. Wooeier St Is s nice 3
bdrm. home., new carpetmg, luS
basement, garage a grand atarter
home' Cos Marilyn McKeever. 362
5506

in Fresno

by Joe Menzer
sports reporter

FRESNO, Calif. - Several fine
individual performances by members of Bowling Green's football
team were lost In the wake of BG's
heartbreaking loss to Fresno State
in the second California Bowl, last
Dec. 18.
And, after it was all over, Falcon
coaches and players alike searched
for clues as to what had actually
happened in the stunning defeat.
The Falcons won the battle with
the oddsmakers' "line" - which
had said they were to be beaten by
13 points or more - but they lost the
war when the Bulldogs scored a
touchdown and kicked the goahead extra point with just 11 seconds to play.
"WHEN YOU'RE a 13-point underdog, you're like a cat boxed in a
corner. You close your eyes and
bite and scratch your way out," BG
wide receiver Shawn Potts said.

Ski boots tor sale Kashnger XL
MsstllStte 11 CaSMkeat 2-6216

FOR RENT
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Futy turn, carpeted 2 bdrm. sot.
boat, water, cable TV Bctud. Now
rentBg for summer a fsfl 1983
S540. Semester/Student tor 4 parsons: Lower summer rates Col Rich
Hants 352-7162
For rant, 3 bdrmsB house $110 s
month phis gss, 5 nans from campus 237 N Prospect Slop Eve-

"Jnga
LOTS tor mobSe homes
B Jerry City J FludoBri
Cal 868 2716 or 686-3626
Now Rentxvj 1 bdrm F Al sens 2
bdrm. P., gss heat, tenant pays alec
aondry tad svst. Al reeoents
granled privsedgs ol s mernbershB lo
the CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Proterrod Properties Co 835 High
St Rental Office 362-9378
F. $ M students needed lo (■ acts
and houses now 362-7385
Carly FasntasyBFC one one houses
and Apt 63 84 school year and
summer rentals Al near campus.
362-7386.
Snots room lor M student across
from Rogers avassble now 3527365

see STUNNED page 10

4 Bdrm downtown BG Apt Sky
sghts. bernsKkng a SIsBed glass
windows-Exceptional1 352-6164
9a m -5 p m
1 bdrm. acexlmentlurrsahed. utl
Bctd $160/mo $300 deposit 214
Napoleon 352-41 73
Grad student 1 bdrm apt Quiet
location Fum or untum No pets. Ph.

352-2267
Spring Semeelor remote sta aval
Specious 1 6 2 bdrm apta Meedowvlew Court 352-1195
race 1 bdrm apt Semester Isase
Low utl expanse WefcJng distance
to campus $195 plus deposit Cel
Toledo 1-382 3110 balore 8 pm
Houses and opts CBee to campus
tor the 1983-84 school year 1 -2873341

It is no
secret
in the
BG News

